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ABSTRACT 
It is inc\'itable that at some stage of his career. a coach will withdraw. Tbis qualitatiw 
siUdy explored the \·arious rc:asons why coaches of youth football (between the ages of 13 
and 17 years 1 choose t<l continue or withdraw their innlh·cmcnt with the sport. It was the 
fir.;t part of a two phase larger study into this top1c mvol\'ing: UJ 1 in depth intcr\'iC\\'S with 
current and forrncr youth football coaches: and (hl the usc: of themes from the intcr\'icw 
data to dc\'dop a questionnaire for distrihUiion to <1 larger sample of yoUih footh<.~ll coadlC\. 
at a la1c:r stage:. 
PcrcC"ptiom and cxpcricnccs of eight current and eight former youth fo<Hh;tll 
cmu:hc .. from four of the "IX Western Australian Football Dc\'clopmcnt Trust (\VAFDTl 
metropolitan loothall region~ formeJ the h:.t~is of this research through one-on-one. l:.tpe 
re~orJeJ mtcrY!l'W-.. 
FinJing-. from this !'.tudy rc,·c:.tled th<lt there is a number of principle factor-. th<lt 
influence a cow.:h·.-. motivation to continue or withdr<lw. Youth football coach continuation 
will be as.<.i~tcd if the coach: (a) rccei\'CS support from his wife and family: (b) \'aluc~ 
intrinsic rewards m·cr extrinsic inccnti\'cs: (c) embraces compulsory accreditation and its 
related benefits: and (d) does not allow his own son's involvement as a player influence his 
own coaching. 
The youth football coach may be motivated to discontinue his involvement if: (a) he 
receives pressure from his family to spend more time with them: (b) he hm; Jack of parent 
and player support and commitment; (c) he has a change in work commitments that do not 
allow the investment of the necessary tim~.: and effort required for coaching: (d) he has lack 
of time or inclination to complete the requirements of a compulsory Level I accreditation 
course: and (c) his son ceases hi~ involvement as a player at the youth level. 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
Thi:-. qualitati\"t: ~tudy. ~.:onductcd with the :-.upport of the Wc .. tcrn Au .. lraliun Fnothall 
Dcvdopmcnt Tru"l. c.xanunc .. currcnt and formt:r ~outh ftlotha!J coachc .. : opnuun .... anJ 
cxpcricnL·c ... about the factor .. mtlucncmg: a L·,,a,.:h· .... h::..:J-.1\m to eithe-r l.:tln!Hwc ••r 
withdraw hi' lOHlhcmcnt from youth f,w!h~dl l.t.:!c' I; ·-1- ~c.ar-. ..... ,.~~.:hm~ :n 
tbJ a lJUC .. IJonn;:un:: dc\·dopcd from Ihl.' n:-.pon'c' tn Ihc mh:f\h."\\'''' r.c- JJ .. tnhutcj ~ ••. : 
larger ... ample: o( ~nuth fo~l!hail coa.:hc-.. The pn:,cnt 'tuJ~ tlnl~ aJJn:''l'' the iJr .. r 
ph<l'C. !hat 1 ... m (]r.:pth mh.:r.Jt:\\' \\ 1th .. :urrL'nt anJ furmcr ~tmlh f,~,ti">a!! ..:. l,t..:hc' 
This lntn1dw.:lur~ ch<.~pter rnl\JJL'' .m tl\Cf\ll'\\ tl( ihL' .. [UJ~ tllli!Jnln::: I[, 
background .... tgmficance ami purpn~e. Re~~.-·.tr~·b qtJL·~[IPn .... 1 c11n~·eptu:.sl frJ.Illt:\\ orJ... 
Background nf the S!udy 
As a youth footballcr bcl\vecn the age:-; of 13 and J 7 the researcher wa'\ coached bv four 
different coache~ at tile same junior footba!l club. The memory of so many coaches in a 
short time has persisted and was brought to the fore again when he undertook work 
experience at ihe Western Australian Football Development Trust (WAFDT). 
The WAFDT is the development arm of the Weste_m Australian Football 
Commission (WAFC) which oversees all Australian Rules Football in Western 
Au'\tralia. including the local elite Westar Rules competition (formerly known as the 
Western Auo.;tralian Football League). the West Coast Eagles and the Fremantlc Dockers 
Football Cluh. The WAFC"..; rni~sion is ··to enhance and promote the image of 
:\u ... trahan Ruk" Football throu:;hout the community. encouraging greater levels of 
partK1pa11on hy mdJ\ iJu;1b. ("ommunity groups- business <md government, aimed at 
1mpnn-!ng the qu;JIIty of life Jnd t•njoyment of the game for all" (Unpublished W AFDT 
Bu ... mc-.. .. PIJ.n. 19971. 
The wk uf the WAFDT. according to this organisation's Director of Coaching. 
Stc\t: H.s.rgrt:.1\e-... ''to ("oordinatc and promote junior football, while implementing 
pt'11("~ .mJ ~uJ~.klme-.. condw.:ivc to the sport as a whole within Western Australia 
1 P'-'r-.onal <:IIU\mum .. ·atHH'. ~nvembc:r 2. I 998 ). Established in 1987. the W AFDT's 
rrll .... l••n : .... ··1,1 rmrnn:: the- quantlly and quality of participation in football, including 
pl;1~er ..... .;,1adun:;. 'P<Xtatoh. aJminhtration. sports trainers and umpires .. (Unpublished 
W.-\FD f Bu-..1111:"" Plan. 1997 J. 
R,h, Luckman. General ~lanager of the WAFDT. explained that there is a dire 
need lnr re ... carch m the o~rea of coach withdrawal in Western Australian football and 
the ... tep-.. needed to aJdn:"' thi~ problem (personal communication, March 25, 1998). 
Hargrea\t:" lpcr .. onal ("ommunication. March 25. 1998) has also highlighted the specific 
need for re.,earch in the: area of coaches of youth football, that is, football for youngsters 
aged I J to 17 year .... 
In an unpublished 1997 business plan. the WAFDT explained that one of its 
many goal., for the: next three years was to increase the number of coaches and improve 
2 
overall coaching !<itandard!<i. To accomplish thi!<.. the WAFDT aims to attract and 
maimain quality coaches at all levels ol dc\·elopmental football. including youth 
football. 
:\ qualifted and expenenccd 1.:oach i:-. a \·aJuahh: a:-.:-.et to the ynlllh. the team. its 
club and the organi:-.allon a' a whuk It t-. therefore wry tmportant th~tl the ... ..- cnachc ... 
arc retained in youth footh<ill m urdeo to matnt;un a Ju~h ... wndard for 11:-. parth.:tpanis. 
Pre\·iou ... re:-.earch tSmnh. Smull.\:. ClJf!t'. 1979. \\";tnd11lak. .-\n ... orge & Potter. 
1981: Dal Santo. !993) ha:-. tndic!led that the L'O;tdt h<h :1 ~rcat tmpact on thl' 
participants they arc coaching. with a number of 12 to 1-l year 11]d.., d10osing. to cease 
their participation in sport due W the impact that their coach at the time h;.~d on them. It 
is therefore vital that the number of quality accredited coa1.:hes i!<i increased so junior 
participants can re~ei\·e optimal ad\·antage from their involvement in sport. 
To develop quality coaches. the WAFDT conducts coaching accreditation 
cour ... cs under the guid;mce of the Au..,tralian Coaching Council (ACC). The ACC is the 
national peak hndy re..,pon ... ible for coaching and officiating education and development 
in Australian. It adminbters the National Coachin!! Accreditation Scheme (NCAS) and 
incorpor;l!es the National Officiating Program and the Coaching Athletes with a 
disability scheme. (Australian Sports Commission, !986). The NCAS aims to incteasc 
the proficiency of coaches through the implemcntution of uniform standards of 
instruction sprcific to the requirements of individual sports (Australian Sports 
Commission, 1986). 
Australian Rules Football now leads all other spons in the number of accredited 
coaches. Football officials believe a major contributing factor is "compulsory" Level I 
accreditation that has been implemented in many football organisations around 
3 
AU!<>tralia. including all junior ftXHball in metropolitan Western Australia. 
Despite this !'otcllar po~ition. football officials arc not resting on their laurels. 
They arc \·igor<m!<>ly pursuing polkic' at club level to ensure even more coaches become 
accredited. ThL' Wc,tcm Australian Regional Junior Football Board (WARJFB) is the 
body which tl\·cr.-.ce!'o jumor footh<ill in metropolitan Western Austra!ia. This 
organi,<.~tion h<-~' -.pecifi.: poiJne:-. penaming. to co<.~ch ... ccrcditation in all junior and 
youth foothill! in \\'1.'.-.tcrn Australia. The \\' ARJFB i-. formed from !he presidents of 
each ofthl' six metropolitan football region': laJ 7\orth Suburban. I b) South Suburban. 
(c) Central Districts. (d) Swan Districts/Midland:-.. tel East Fremantlc. and (fJ 
Peel/South Frcmantle (S. Hargrea\'cs. personal communication. March 25. 1998). 
In their lutest policy document. the W ARJFB included the specific statement 
that all persons placed in charge of junior foot bailers must have successfully completed 
Level I accreditation or be working towards completing the course within the first ten 
weeks of the current season. If not. they arc not permitted to coach (Western Australian 
Junior Football Policy, 1997). 
To achieve Level I accreditation a prospective coach must attend a 14 hour 
course and complete at least one season of practical coaching or equivalent of at least 30 
hours. Aspiring coaches also have the option 'iO gain further knowledge and 
qualifications through Level 2 (60 hours) and Level 3 (100 hours) coach accreditation 
courses, with each level requiring greater amounts of practical involvement. 
Football organise.tions, such as those governed by the W ARJFB, rather than the 
WAFDT, are responsible for implementing and mandating compulsory Level 1 
accreditation for all their coaches. In addition to the WARJFB policy, the majority of 
junior clubs have policies which advise prospective coaches that if they wish to coach 
4 
they must have. or be in the process of achi!."Ving Level I accreditation. The Sunday 
League currently imposes weekly fines upon non-accredited coaches (S. Hargreuves, 
personal communication. June II, 1998). 
There is, however, considerable concern that a policy of "compuh;ory .. 
accreditation may in fact deter the very people football officials would like to become 
associated with youth football. The WAFDT was anxious for research to be undenaken 
to determine if compulsory m:crcdiwtion encourages prospective co<1ches to continue or 
if it forces them to with draw. 
The majority of football coaches in Western Australia, and all subjects 
panicipating in the present study were male, hence throughout the thesis, where ever 
<~pplicable. pronouns such as "his" and "him" were used when referring to coaches. 
Significance of the Study 
Qualified and experienced coaches are invaluable to any sport <~nd youth football is no 
exception. In order to maintain a high standard in youth football and encourage 
participation, quality coaches are vital. 
While there is considerable literature and previous research investigating athlete 
or participant withdrawal from spoil, there is a paucity of Austr< .. tian studies examining 
why coaches leave their positions, especially in junior sports and specifically youth 
football in Western Australia. 
The WAFDT have shown particular interest in this study as a means to improve 
the junior and youth football network. Steve Hargreaves (personal communication, 
5 
November 2, 1998) explained that any data that the W AFDT can source is highly 
beneficial to assist in evaluating and enhancing football programs to suit the continually 
changing demands of the junior and youth football public throughout Western Australia. 
For these reusons the researcher, in conjunction with the WAFDT, has chosen to 
explore whut motivates coaches at the youth level to decide to continue or withdraw 
their involvement in football. 
Purpose of the study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate why coaches at the youth level of 
Australian Rules Football in metropolitan Western Australia choose to either continue 
their involvement or withdraw. The study will provide the WAFDT with research data 
that can be used to develop future policies for the accreditation of coaches of youth 
teams. 
Research Questions 
The major research question for this study was: 
• What are the principal factors influencing coaches' motivation to continue or 
withdraw from their involvement in Australian Rules FootbaiJ at the youth 
level? 
6 
The major queM ion W<L'i explored through the following set of subsidiary questions: 
• What arc the similarities and differences between coaches who continue and 
coaches who withdraw'? 
• What factors influence the coach's decision to become involved in youth 
football'? 
• What factors would encourage the coaches to continue their involvement? 
• What arc the most common reasons given by coaches for discontinuing their 
involvement'? 
• What is the influence of compulsory Level I accreditation'? 
• What is the influence of their own child(ren)'s involvement? 
• Arc coaches withdrawing from youth footbi.ill to pursue careers at the more 
elit~ levels of football such as Wcstar Rules Colts? 
Conceptual Framework 
The research questions gave rise to the following conceptual framework as seen in 
Figure I. This framework guided the researcher toward relevant literature and assisted 
in the development of questions used in in~depth interviews as explained in Chapter 3. 
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No Playing Experience I Plays Football 
Withdrawotl From 
Coaching 
Retires From Playing l 
~L-o_w_" ___ chi-Jd __ B_cg_i_"'_r_I_•Y_i_"g--" 
Begins Coaching 
Voluntary 
Higher 
Compulsory Level I Levels of 
Accreditation ------+--4----lc+Accredit-
ation 
r,----
Withdrawal From Jl' Own Child 
Coaching 
Withdrawal From 
Coaching 
Coach 
Discontinues 
Involvement at 
the Youth Level 
r, ----
¥' Various Coaching 
Pressures and Stresses 
Coach 
Continues 
At the 
Youth 
Level 
Westar Rules 
Colts 
::: cessation in coach involvement due to the factor outlined in the boll directly 
below (eg. Compulsory Level I Accredit.:J.tion). 
= Direction of coach involvement. 
Figure I. Conceptual summary based on the research questions as to the factors 
influencing a coaches decision to continue or withdraw from youth football. 
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For the purpose of this study it was assumed that there are a variety of ways in 
which the coach initially becomes involved. It is highly likely that for the majority, 
coaching is simply a continuation of their football participation. Some wait until they 
retire. Some have no prior experience but accept an invitation to coach or volunteer. 
Often the impetus for the player-turned-coach or volunteer is the decision of their own 
child(ren) to play football. Once committed. the coach is then confronted by 
'compulsory' accreditation. It is possible that the coach may take one of three avenues 
at this point: (a) undenake Level I accreditation and perhaps continue to Levels 2 and 3: 
(b) ignore the requiremem and continue to coach; and (c) withdraw. One area of 
speculation is that the coach's career is closely tied to that of his child(ren) and that 
while the children play, the father-coach will be involved. When the children progress 
to higher levels of competition or drop out the father must then contemplate his own 
involvement. For the coach who decides to continue there may be othl!r pressures and 
stresses that influence his involvement or withdrawal. The more ambitious coach could 
even pursue competitions for older. more elite players, for example, in the Westar 
Rules. 
The conceptual framework was essentially a planning tool prepared in order to 
guide the study but in full awareness that it would be revised when the data was 
collected and analysed. 
Limitations 
There are some limitations that occur with the sample populmion for this study and 
must be heeded in any attempts to generalise findings to a broader community. 
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These include: 
• Only 16 subjects were interviewed; 
• The subjects were youth coaches chosen from junior football clubs affiliated 
with the W AFDT; 
• The results cannot be generalised to coaches of any other age group or level of 
fo01ball - only youth football coaches; 
• The study was conducted with coaches residing in the metropolitan area. 
The purpose of the study is to work within these bounds, therefore the 
limitations listed above, should not detract from the credibility of the study. 
Glossary 
Definition of Key Terms 
Key tenns used in this study are detailed below: 
Coach Burnout: 
Refers to a state of emotional exhaustion caused by excessive psychological and 
emotional demands made on people working with other people. It occurs when the 
demands of the activity exceed individuals' abilities to cope, and they become 
overwhelmed by the stress of the activity (Vealey, Udry, Zimmennan & Soliday, 1992). 
10 
Coaching Orientation: 
Coaching orientations are the motives or reasons why a coach coaches and what they 
perceive as important in their coaching. Manens and Gould (!979) suggest coaches 
coach bect~usc they arc either: (a) selj~oriwted; (b)a.ffiliation-orit•nted: or (c) Ta.\·k-
oriemed. 
Coach Withdrawal: 
The process whereby a coach discontinues his or her invol vcment in the po:-~ition of 
coach. Other terms with the same meaning. including attrition. dropollf, and 
discominuation, will be interchanged in both the literature and throughout this study. 
Youth Football: 
Australian Rules Football played by participants aged 13 to 17 years of age. Standard 
rules apply with no modification from age 13 onwards. 
Definition of Acronyms 
Acronyms used in this study are detailed below: 
ACC: 
The Australian Coaching Council is the national peak body responsible for coaching 
and officiating education and development in Australian. 
II 
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MOOs: 
There arc six MeTropolitan-Regional De\·t:lopment Officers, one ussigned to each of the 
six WAFDT metropolitan fo01ball regions. Their role is to promote football and 
develop players and coaches at schools and community clubs in their region. 
NCAS: 
The National Co:~ching Accreditation Scheme aims to increase the proficiency of 
coaches throllgh the implementation of uniform stam.lards of instruction specific to the 
requirements of individual sports (Australian Sports Commission. I 986). 
WAFC: 
The Western Australian Football Commission over sees all Australian Rules Football in 
Western Australiu, including the Wcstar Rules competition. West Coast Eagles and the 
Fremantle Football Club. 
WAFDT: 
The WeJtem Australian Football Del•e/opmem Trust is the development arm of the 
Wes!ern Australian Football Commission. The WAFDT has six country and six 
metropolitan regions. The melropolitan regions are: (a) North Suburban, (b) South 
Suburban, (c) Central DiSlricts, (d) Swan Districts/Midlands, (e) East Fremantle, and (f) 
Peel/South Fremantle. 
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WARJFB: 
The Western Australian Regional Junior Football Board is the body that over sees junior 
football in metropolitan Western Australia. It is comprised of six presidents which are 
representatives of each of the six metropolitan football regions. The WARJFB is 
responsible for introducing policies and the governing rules of junior football. including 
compulsory Level I accreditation. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Review of Literatvre 
Introduction 
This chapter identifies and discusses the literature related to the study of coach 
involvement and withdrawal from sport. A number of studies have been conducted on 
the various reasons for withdrawal from coaching duties. The majority of this research 
has, however, been conducted in North America in the sports of basketball, gridiron and 
athletics (Hart, Schmidt & Stein, 1991 ~ Hasbrook, & Mathes, 1986; Martens & Gould, 
1979; Pastore, 1992; Weiss & Sisley. 1984; Youth Sports Institute, 1978) and as yet, 
very little has been done on major Australian sports such as Australian Rules Football, 
which is the focus of the current study. There is, however, considerable commentary 
literature grounded in experience and common sense of elite coaches. As a result, much 
of the literature and research findings provided guiding principles for the present study, 
however their details are not always relevant. 
This chapter is organised into sections and sub-sections that relate to the 
research questions and conceptual framework outlined in Chapter 1. In order, the 
sections are: (a) the importance of the role of the youth coach; (b) similarities and 
differences between current and former youth coaches; (c) reasons for coach 
involvement; (d) reasons for coach withdrawal; (e) the influence of the accreditation 
process; (f) the involvement of the coach's own child; and (g) factors associated with a 
transition from volunteer to professional coaching. 
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The Importance of the Youth Coaching Role 
According to Woodman ( 1994) it is generally accepted that the job of the coach is to 
help athletes achieve their best possible level of performance. Broadly. coaching can be 
defined as preparing an athlete for competition. This role encompasses a wide range of 
tasks including teaching the basic skills to beginners, planning and implementing long-
term training programs, immediate match preparation and providing lCchnical and 
tactical advice throughout a competition or performance. Other tasks may include 
implementing, evaluating and modifying training programs to promote athlete 
development and coping with immediate treatment and rehabilitation of injuries or over-
training. Specifically, the coach of junior or youth sport must ensure that their athletes 
are provided with a practice and competition environment that promotes their 
development to an eventual mastery of the skills of the sport whilst maintaining the 
enjoyment factor. Unfortunately, coaches are often subject to a constant pressure to 
win, administrative and parental interference and influence, disciplinary problems, 
multiple roles to fulfil, extensive travel commitments, and intense personal involvement 
(Weinberg & Gould, 1995). For these, and many more reasons, coaching is not an easy 
task. It is one that requires considerable dedication and sacrifice. 
Corbett (1994) explained that coaches of junior and youth sport should have a 
philosophy suited to the age group. That is, the coach must be able to relate to the 
players and vice versa, and must have the skill and ability to maintain a learning 
environment that is not boring or specific to only the better players in the team. For 
instance, Dal Santo (1993) discovered that a vast number of 12 to 14 year olds drop out 
of sport because of their coaches. Some of the responses by the children to Da! Santo's 
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(1993. p. 8) 4uestionnaire included. "Shows favouritism", "Doesn't play me in a variety 
of positions". 'Training is boring". and "Doesn't have enough skill to teach us". More 
specifically. according to research conducted by Smith, Small <md Curtis ( 1979) and 
Wandzilak. Ansorgl' and Potter ( 1981 ). when studying atlitudes of participants in the 
youth sport sc:lling. thn~c: who have played for highly reinforcing and encouraging 
coaches have: sigmficantly higher Jc:,·cls of post-season self-esteem than the players who 
arc e:~;.poscd tu coaches who do not usc this positive approach. 
Au~tralian Football League (AFL) premiership coach. David Parkin (1990), 
expressed his opinion that the coach influences the quality of the football environment 
by having a direct impact on his players. Parkin considered it imperative that the coach 
be qualified and (ompetent in dealing with his athletes to ensure that football, in 
particular youth football. maintained a high standard and the children involved gained 
access to the most up to date coaching ideas and methods. For Parkin, the future of 
Australian Rules Football relies on the abilit} of quality coaches to attract participants 
to the game. 
Similarities and Differences Between Current and Fonner Coaches 
Martens and Gould ( 1979) surveyed 400 North American volunteer coaches and found 
that the average coach was male. in his mid-30s, and had coached his own child(ren) in 
the program for an average of five and a half years. In addition, the average coach, 
preferred the socialisation outcomes from the sport to the fun and winning outcomes 
and felt that phy~ical, psychological, and social outcomes were of equal importance to 
participants. 
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Findings from the study conducted by Martens and Gould ( 1979) motivated later 
research undertaken by Weiss and Sisley ( 1988) with the main purpose of investigating 
the reasons given by dropout youth sport coaches for deciding not to continue in 
coaching. A secondary purpose of this study was to compare former coaches to current 
co;.tches on demographic characteristics. coaching orientations, self-ratings of ability in 
various coaching an:a~. and ratings of the effectiveness of and relationships with youth 
sport personnel. 
Results from the Weiss and Sisley { 198SJ study indicated many similarities 
between the current and former coaches. Similar to the findings of Martens and Gould 
(1979). the average current coach from this study was male. in hi~ mid-30s. married. 
had coached his own child{rcnJ in the program for over five years. In addition, the 
average current coach had fonnerly competed in the same sport at both the youth and 
high school levels. Half of the current coaches had also competed at the adult 
recreational Je,·el. had attended a coaching clinic but most did not possess a physical 
education or recreation degree. The a\·cragc former coach from this study possessed 
almost identical charactcrbtic~ /Weiss & Si~lcy. 19S~l. 
More recent research carried out hy the Australian Coaching Council indicated 
that over 60l1r of co:.u.:hes arc aged .w years and more. and only 89c are aged under 25 
years. Over 64l7r of coaches arc in full-time employment in non spon ocwpations and 
pioft'o;sions. A high proponion are school teachers. howcwr only 89(- of coaches arc 
employed as a coach. Over 609< of coaches arc volunteers and receive no monetary 
rerum for their scf\·iccs (NCAS Research. 1998 ). 
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Reasons for Coach Involvement 
Martens and Gould (1979) explained that there were many specific reasons why 
coaches coach, but re~carch showed that individuals do have general orientations or 
motives for being involved. These included: (a) intrinsic motivation; (b) extrinsic 
motivations; and (c) different orientations to coaching based on various rewards. 
Martens ( 1987, p.l8) defined intrinsic motivation as an "inner striving to be 
competent and self-determining, to master the task, to be successful". Further. Paull, 
Bycroft. Galich. Lumber, Rowe, Sadek and Van Mmmen ( 1995) explained that intrinsic 
motivation refers to a sense of fulfilment and pleasure that is derived from involvement 
in coaching and has been identified as being the most common general motive for 
coach involvement. 
A coach will receive extrinsic motivation to be involved from "other people 
through positive and negative reinforcements" (Martens, 1987, p. 18). These 
reinforcements may be materialistic such as trophies. remunerative including money or 
presents. or intangible in nature such as public acknowledgment. 
Martens and Gould ( J 979) have identified three orientations to coaching based 
on different types of rewards. The Je~f.nriemed coach is extrinsically motivated. seeks 
personal praise and rewards and often places his desire to fulfil his needs over the well 
being of the athletes he coaches. The second type of coach may be t{fllliation-oriented. 
This type of coach is concerned with fom1ing friendships. fostering strong interpersonal 
relationships. empha'iising having fun and working cooperatively. They are easy to talk 
to. arc alway~ friendly and have a desire to work with children. Martens and Gould 
described the third type of coach as Twk Oriented. This coach aspires to achieve the 
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ream's goals. He strives to be effective in teaching the skills of the sport and to be 
knowledgeable in all aspects. He will focus on his athletes playing well and 
overcoming any barriers inhibiting success. 
Research conducted by Robertson ( 1985), Leyden ( 1994 ), and Goddard and 
Pavy (1995) indicated that the main motivation for coaches was intrinsic in nature. 
Reasons for involvement in coaching as cited by these authors included: (a) the 
enjoyment of coaching; (b) to make a contribution to the sport: (c) a Jove of the sport: 
(d) a liking for coaching; (c) wanting to do something about the standards: and (f) for 
pe-rsonal development. 
Such research also noted that. although in a minority. extrinsic motivations for 
coaches included: (a) financial rewards: (b) social benefits: and (c) being forced into 
coaching by an association. 
The various factors associated with a coaches decision to commence and 
continue his involvement in youth football form an imponant part of the present study 
and as a result. they have research questions pertaining to them. 
Reasons for Coach Withdrawal 
Due to the lack of research specifically pertaining to coach withdrawal from youth 
football, the literaiUre reviewed in this section refers to youth sport in general. Sub-
sections within this section will also address the involvement of the coach's child. 
family pressure and involvement, and coach burnout as factors influencing coach 
withdrawal. 
A study on coach withdrawal from youth sport, conducted by the Youth Sports 
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Institute (1978) at Michigan State University in the United State~. asked coaches to 
identify the reasons they thought other coaches quit. Coaches were allowed to respond 
with more than one answer and it was found that the two most "important" reasons were 
"child no longer involved" and "too time consuming". This study only included current, 
not dropout coaches. This meant that there was no means of comparison between the 
two fonns of coaches. In addition. these subjects gave their opinions by checking off 
items on a predetermined list, hence limiting subjects' ability to respond to various 
questions. Therefore. there was no way to determine whether or not the real reasons for 
coach dropout were found, and perhaps dropout coaches would have responded 
differently than those involved in the study. 
Weiss and Sisley ( 1988) explained that while efforts are being made to improve 
the quality of youth coaching, there is little more than speculation about the actual 
reasons why coaches decide to discontinue their involvement. These aUihors therefore 
undertook a study of current and former coaches with the purpose to investigate the 
reasons that former youth sport coaches gave for deciding not to continue with their 
coaching. 
Questionnaires were administered to, and completed by, current boys' and girls' 
basketball coaches attending a youth sport agency organisational meeting. Former 
coaches were contacted from u list indicating those who had ceased their involvement 
with the same agency since the previous year. These coaches were telephoned initially 
to procure their participation in the study. Those who obliged were mailed the research 
materials and asked to return the completed questionnaires by post. 
The top five reasons given by coaches discontinuing their involvement were: (a) 
roo time consuming; (b) want to spend more time with my family; (c) other leisure 
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activitie~ intcre~ted me: (d) conflicts with my regular job (financial); and (e} my child 
discontinued in the program. 
Weiss and Sisley's study contains many aspects relevant to the present study, 
including its gen~ral aim and the way in which they sought their data. It was, however, 
conducted a Ucc<~dc ago in the United States and was not conducted on coaches of 
Australian Rules Football. A~ a result. many of its findings may not be pertinent today 
in general or specificnlly for us~ in th~ present study. The theoretical underpinnings 
h<.~vc provided a guide forth~ present study. particularly its methodology. 
Influence of Own Child's involvement 
A former coach of youth football. known to the researcher, di~continued his 
involvement in the sport when the son he was coaching finished playing. The question 
was raised in the researcher's mind as to whether there w~o; a link between the son 
giving up football and the coach withdrawing. 
There is limited literature on the importance of the involvement of the coach's 
own chi:d in the program. The two studies conducted by the Youth Sports Institute 
(1978) and Weiss and Sisley (1988) both indicated that the withdrawal of the coach's 
son featured as one of the most common and important reasons associated with coach 
withdrawal. Weiss and Sisley (p. 341) explained that factors influencing this seemed 
·•to be situational/conflictual reasons ... and could be regarded as neutral reasons for 
dropping out ... In other words, they are reasons !hat the program administration can do 
little about and atl:rition of coaches due to these factors probably cannot be recovered. 
It did seem uppropriate, however, in the present study to seek op.it ions from 
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current and former coaches about the influence of their own child's involvement. 
The Influence of Family Pressure and Involvement 
The Youth Sports Institute ( 1978) indicated that an important reason for coach 
withdrawal was the fact that it was too time consuming. A Iuter study conducted on 
both male and female coaches by Hasbrook. Hart, Mathes and True ( 1990) to 
investigate the sex bias and the validity of perceived differences between male and 
female coaches. These authors explained that an aspect associated with coach 
withdrawal was time constraints due to family responsibilities. In fact these authors 
suggested that mule rather than female coaches more often experienced this as a factor. 
Similarly, when investigating gender differences in coaching career selections. 
Pastore ( 1992, p. 185) supported the findings from the study undertaken by Hasbrook ct 
a! ( 1990). By comparing genders, Pastore was able to provide insight into how women 
differ to men in terms of reason they give for dropping out of coaching. Subjects in the 
Pastore ( 1992) study cited reasons for withdrawing such as, ··decrease in time to spend 
with family and friends", "lack of financial incentive", ''lack of support by the 
administration", and "lack of player dedication". 
The present study, which is investigated the factors associated with coach 
continuation in and withdrawai from youth football examined the importance of family 
support for the coach in further detail. A :ack of support from the family and pressure 
to spend more time with the family were areas addressed as possible factors influencing 
coach withdrawal. 
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The Infll!ence of Coach Burnout 
There are two elements to this sub-section. The first includes a general discussion of 
burnout, the second relates to burnout as a factor in coaching. 
Smith ( 1986, p. 37) highlights. the most notable feature of burnout as 
"psychological. emotional. and at time:>. physicttl withdrawul from a formerly pursued 
and enjoyable acti\'ity". Accordirag to Yealey. Udry. Zimmerman and Soliday ( 1992) 
burnout refers to a stme of emotional exhaustion caused by excessive psychological and 
emotional demands made on people working with other people. It occurs when the 
demands of the activity exceed individuals' abilities to cope, and they become 
overwhelmed by the stress of the activity. Kelley and Gill (1993, p. 94) state that 
burnout results from "prolonged exposure to experiences pcrcei\'ed as stressful and thus 
must be understood within the context of stress". These authors go further to define 
stress as the "discrepancy between the perceived d'~mands of a situation and the 
perceived ability to cope with and adapt to those demands" (Kelley & Gill, 1993, p. 94). 
According to Kosa { 1990). burnout correlates with symptom~; of stress such as addiction 
to alcohol, cases of mental illness. marital problems, and in extreme cases, suicide. 
Coach burnout is a potential contributor to coach withdrawal as Weinberg and 
Gould (1995) expalaincd: coaches are prime candidates for burnout as they are subject 
to constant pressures from parents, athletes, their own family, and their governing 
bodies. The coach, panicularly at the youth level where often they arc the parent of one 
or more of the children participating, may be subjected to these pressures for quite a 
lengthy period, especially if they have several children involved in the program. In 
addition, burnout is not an ailment confmed to coaches in highly visible sports, it affects 
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coaches of both sexes, at all levels and in most sports. 
To deal with burnout, Humphrey ( 1987) suggests that self-awareness and 
realistic underst<tnding of coaching seem to he the best approach. Successful coaches 
accept the rigours of their profession. while recognising their strengths ar.d weaknesses. 
In other words, they r.:an manage their own stress levels and can be a positive role model 
for their athletes. As lee ( 1993} explains. it is most important that coaches clarify their 
values and motives <tnd understand the part they play in the lives of the children they 
coach. Above all, coaches must determine for whom they are coaching: (a) 
themselves: (b) the club: (c) the sport itself: (d) the parents: or (c) the children. In 
addition. Drew (1985) and Milam (1995) suggest delegating more responsibility or 
turning down extra responsibilities that will only add to the coach's stress as one of the 
first steps to take. This will leave more time free to be creative and provide the coach 
with some essential leisure time or more time with his/her family and other 
commitments. 
Martens ( 1987) and LeUncs and Nation ( 1991) suggest taking care of one's self 
physically as an important step for the coach. They add that it is important for the 
coach to be a model to their athletes, not just a "preacher of fitness". Being fit will not 
only benefit the coach physically, it will also serve as an inspiration to their athletes. 
Drew ( 1985) proposes attending clinics on coaching or becoming accredited. if 
not already, as other measures of combating coach burnout. This author suggests that 
such courses are a way of refreshing the coach with new ideas and concepts to 
"rekindle" the enthusiasm that is needed in successful coaching. The clinics also 
provide a chance for different coaches to meet and discuss any problems, such as 
burnout, and recommend solutions as a group of colleagues. LeUnes and Nation ( .1991) 
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concur, mentioning that other coaches know only too well what the burned ou.t coach is 
experi.:;:ncing and can serve as a source of tension release. 
By undcrstantling the concept associated with burnout and how it can affe...:t a 
coach's decision to continue or withdraw from sport, coaches can learn to overcome its 
negative effects and hopefully eliminate it as factor in their coaching lives. 
The Intluence of Coach Accreditation 
Drew ( 1985) explained the importance of coach accreditation courses as a means of 
discussing problems such as coach burnout amongst colleagues and determining 
solutions. In this section, the compulsory nature of coach accreditation will be 
discussed in relation to its influence on the coach's decision to either continue in, or 
drop out from his position. 
The effect that compulsory accreditation may have on a coach's decision to 
continue or withdraw from their role in sport has not been studied in depth. As with any 
profession one needs to 'keep working at it' to remain competent in the job. Coaching 
an athlete is no different. 
The Australian Coaching Council (ACC) is the national peak body responsible 
for coaching and officiating education and development in Australian. It administers 
the National Coaching Accreditation Scheme (NCAS) and incorporates the National 
Officiating Program and the Coaching Athletes with a disability scheme. (Australian 
Sports Commission, 1998). 
The NCAS aims to increase the proficiency of coaches through the 
implementation of uniform standards of instruction specific to the requirements of 
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individual spons (Australian Sports Commission, 1986). 
Under the guidance of the ACC and hence the NCAS, the Western Australian 
Football Development Trust (WAFDT) conducts accreditation courses that arc specific 
to all levels of Australian Rules Football. As detailed in Chapter 1, junior football is 
coordinated and promoted by the W AFDT. the development arm of the Western 
Australian Footh<JIJ Cmmnission. In addition to this role, the W AFDT is responsible for 
implementing policy and guidelines conducive to the sport as a whole within Western 
A•·.stralia (5. Hargreaves. personal Communication. November 2, 1998. 
Pykc and Woodman ( 1986, p. 30) explained that "it is no longer entirely 
appropriate for our :-.ports coaches m:d administrators to simply emerge from the ranks 
of playing withoUI any formal training ... ". In a later, un-authored feature article in the 
ACC' s quarterly journal. ··sports Coach''. it was explained that even if the coach thinks 
they arc doing a reasonable job, there is always room for improvement and it is 
important to swy up to date with the latest infonnation and techniques (Coaching Notes, 
1994). 
According to McArthur-Allen ( 1995). as at May 1994, Australian Rules Football 
clearly lead all other sports with the largest total number of accredited coaches (see 
Table I). Basketball was the next, with a total of over 6000 less accredited coaches than 
football. Possibly. a major reason for this fact, is that "compulsory" Level 1 
accreditation has been implemented in many football organisations around Australia. 
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Table I 
Total Accreditations as at May !994 
Sport Level I Level 2 Level 3 Total 
Football 16116 1345 120 17581 
Basketball 10413 942 22 11377 
Rugby League 7698 704 275 8677 
Gymnastics 7155 897 30 8082 
Cricket 6053 1030 376 7459 
(McArthur-Allen. 1995, p. 14) 
Compulsory accreditation is a complex issue open to a variety of interpretations. 
According to Douge ( 1990), the need for compulsory accreditation was raised at the 
1984 National Football League Conference where frequent comments suggested that 
coaching methods were totally inadequate to meet the needs of football as a participant 
sport. In a commentary article for the journal "The Sports Educator", den Duyn ( 1997). 
a Coaching Consultant for the ACC. explained that there is currently no Australian 
legislation to mandate compulsory accreditation and at present this is an issue left up to 
the individual sporting organisations on which to make a decision. 
The Western Australian Regional Junior Football Board (WARJFB) is one such 
football organisation. The WARJFB, the body which oversees junior football in 
metropolitan Western Australia, stated in their lutest policy document that all persons 
placed in charge of junior footballers must have successfully completed Le\'el J 
accreditation or are working towards completing the course within the first ten weeks of 
the current season. If not, they are not permitted to coach (Western Australian Junior 
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Football Policy, 1997). 
Prior to this latest decision by the WARJFB, football officials had been 
anempting to enforce compulsory accreditation. In a commentary article, McNeill 
(1991 ), the former General Manager of the WAFDT. explained this was supported by 
all administrators of WA football. ~u all levels. reinforcing the notion that junior and 
youth football coaches should be ~.:ornpetcnt. Mc:'\:eill added that most children and 
adolescents indicated that the coach is th~ nmjor rca~on why they chose to drop out of. 
or remain in football. thus emphasising the importance of quality accredited coaches in 
childrens' sport. This was consistent with Dal Santo's (1993) later findings pertaining 
to drop out rates of 12 to 14 year olds from span. 
In his book on coaching children in span. Lee ( 1993) claimed that people who 
coach children have a responsibility to educate them. This responsibility can not be 
avoided and has effects which may extend beyond the playing field. In order for the 
coach to impart knowledge on to his athletes. he must have all the facts. If <i coach is 
committed he will seek out required knowledge without being told. and possibly 
eliminating the need !O cnfon.:e compulsory accreditation. The committed coach will 
talk to and watch other coaches. read texts. watch video tapes and attend workshops 
(Parkin. 1990). 
According to an undated brochure produced by the ACC. Level l accreditation 
has two components. The first requires attendance at a theory course. such as that 
conducted by the WAFDT. The theory course begins with four hours focusing on 
general Coaching Principles. followed by Sport Specific and Theory and Practice 
component> for a minimum of 10 hours. Topics covered in the Level I course include: 
(a) role of the coach; (b) teaching and coaching skills; (c) planning programs and 
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practice sessions; (d) problems in coaching; (e) sports specific skills and tactics; and (0 
coaching practice. The second compCinent requires conpleting at least one season of 
coaching experience (or equivalent for at least 30 hours). In addition, football coaches 
are required to submit a mid-season report to the W AFDT for an assessment of their 
progress (S. Hurgreaves. personal communication. June II, 1998). 
Parkin { 1990). an elite Austrulian Football League (AFL) coach, and a keen 
advocate of the accreditation proces~:. suggested in a "Coaching Update" commentary 
article that a coach receives many benefits from attending the accreditation course 
including: (a) an increase in confidence and competence: (b) considerable improvement 
in knowledge and expertise as the coach moves up through the levels: (c) an increase in 
awareness of the muny resources available: (d) improvement in communication skills; 
and (e) an increase in the enjoyment of participation for both themselves and their 
players. Lee ( 1993) concurs, adding that with skills gained through accreditation. 
coaches can improve children's feelings of satisfaction by recognising the differences in 
their views. including activities to satisfy different goals. encouraging to set their own 
goals, giving them plenty of opportunity to play, and showing them that winning is not 
the only important aspect in sport. 
Austin (1992), however, makes the relevant point that a number of potential 
coaches, at all levels. may be lost due to the compulsory nature of accreditation. Den 
Duyn ( 1997) observed that finding sufficient volunteer couches is hard enough without 
eliminating the non-accredited. McAthur-Allen ( 1995) suggests that some coaches are 
not willing to make the personal sacrifice of their time to complete the necessary 14 
hours of a Level I course. and many are reluctant participants who question their need 
to attend. 
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Following a survey of 72 coaches, Lee, Williams and Capel ( 1989, p. 31) found 
that only approximately half had taken courses to enablr them to become better 
coaches. These authors commented that "'clearly many coaches feel qualified to coach 
children without thr~ need w demonstr<He coaching. as opposed to playing competence". 
In other words. these coache~ may feel that their previous playing experiences are all 
the qualification~ n:quircJ m order 10 be a coach and they have an aversion to the 
thought of having to reccin! formal qualifi~.:ations such as coach accreditation. Forcing 
coaches with this type of egocentric outlook and opposition to formal qualifications, 
may result in them dropping out of coaching. It is possible therefore, that compulsory 
accreditation may be a contributing factor influencing a coach's decision to continue or 
withdraw from :routh football. 
Transition from Volllflh!er to Professional Coaching 
One of the research questions for the present study proposed to enquire whether or not 
there is a pathv .. ·ay for aspiring couches to progress from the youth level to the more 
professional or elite levels such as Westar Rules Colts. 
If rh1s pathway exists, what does it involve and is it drawing coaches away from 
youth football'? Research into this specific area is extremely scarce. In a commentary 
article in the journal "'Sports Coach", Shaf,~spear ( 1994), the Director of the Queensland 
Academy of Sport and a Lew! 3 Accredited netball coach, addressed the issues a coach 
must consider when planning to move into professional coaching. 
Shakcspear urged coaches to recognise and develop their skills. While technical 
merit is usually the basis for the hiring and firing of salaried coaches, being an effective 
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professional coach. however. is not merely limited to technit:al expcnise. In fact, to 
address only this restricts one's effcctivenes!'>. 
In addition. Shakespear emphasised that the astute professional coach is 
involved with identifying future athletes. He .x she must network with spans science 
~nd sports mcdidnc ex pen~ and know when to harness their strengths. The professional 
coach should have good management -.kill!.. including computer literacy and be willing 
to have a public pre~enr.:c. 
In summary. based on her personal experience. Shakespcar suggested that 
coaches who constantly seck to upgrade and improve their skills will find the 
professional life a challenging and rewarding experience. 
Summao' 
The coach. particularly at the youth leveL plays a vital role in the lives of many of the 
athletes under his direction. It is therefore imper.uive that these coaches are qualified 
and competent. This will ensure that the youths being coached are taught with the 
correct techniques and gain every possible benefit. While it appears that there are 
minimal differences between current and former coaches. the decision to continue or 
withdr.tw from sport is dependent on many factors. Whether or not he is intrinsically 
or extrinsically motivated wili most certainly be a factor. 
It is inevitable that evcmually the youth football coach will discontinue his 
involvement in co<.Jching. Maybe this will be due one of a number of factors including 
the involvement of the coach· s own child in the program. family pressures or Jack of 
family involvement. or co<.~ch humout. Perhaj:Js compulsory accreditation will play a 
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role in the decision or the coach may decide to leave volunteer coaching to pursue a 
professional role in the sport. 
As Pastore (I 992) explained the more understanding we have of the reasons 
coaches enter and leave various sports, the greater the chance of creating progmms to 
reverse the declining number of coaches. The purpose of the current study is tf, 
determine what factors contribute to coaches of youth football in metropolitan Western 
Australia continuing or withdrawing from their involvement in this sport. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Methodology 
Thb chapter outlines the: (a) research design; (b) sample; (c) data collection, including 
procedures, interviews and pilot study; (d) dma analysis: and (e) ethical considerations 
related to this study. 
Research Design 
Much of the previous research in the area of coach withdrawal from sport including that 
by the Youth Sports Institute ( 1978), Martens and Gould (I 979), and Weiss & Sisley 
(1984), has been based on quantitative methods using questionnaire data. There is a 
need for a qualitative approach in order to more fully explore coaches' views. As 
Scanlan, Stein and Ravizza (1989) explained qualitative methods of investigation 
provide depth, detail, and allow subjects to be understood in their own terms. 
Qualitative research based on open ended interview questions allow the subject 
to respond in their own terminology, and they are given the opportunity to express their 
own opinions. Patton ( 1990, p.357) suggested that the in-depth interview allows the 
researcher to "walk a mile" in the head of the subject. 
The total research project into the factors influencing continuation and 
withdrawal from coaching youth football in metropolitan Western Australia involves 
two phases, of which the first one is the focus of the present study. Phase 1 involves a 
qualitative research approach. Phase 2 will utilise the data from Phase l to construct a 
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questionnaire for distribution to several hundred current and former coaches by the 
Western Australian Football Development Trust (WAFDT). 
The aim of this research was to explore the views, opinions and personal 
experiences of current. and former youth football coaches to determine why coach 
continuation or withdrawal occurs at the youth level. 
Subjects and Sample 
Sixteen subjects participated the present study, eight current and eight former coaches. 
Criteria for selection in the study as a current coach depended upon the following: (a) 
currently coaching youth football (ages 13- 17 years) at the community club level; (b) 
currently coaching in one of the four WAFDT regions listed below; and (c) known to 
the Metropolitan-Regional Development Officers (MDO) in their region. 
Former coaches were selected on the following criteria: (a) formerly coached at 
the youth level in community club football: (b) withdrew from coaching within the last 
two football seasons; (c) formerly coached a club situated in one of the four WAFDT 
regions listed below; and (d) appeared as a cancellation on the regional list of coache.-: 
possessed by the MDO in that region. 
The subjects were recruited from four of the six Western Australian Football 
Development Trust (WAFDT) metropolitan football regions: (a) North Suburban, (b) 
South Suburban, (c) Midlands/Swan Di.micts, and (d) Peel. By including a northern, 
sm . :~hem and eastern metropolitan sample and an outer metropolitan sample from Peel, a 
fairly broad spectrum of the youth football coaching community was addressed, hence 
reducing any bias that might occur by sampling from only one metropolitan region. 
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With the aid of the W AFDT MOO~. current and former youth football coaches were 
contacted to find two willing participants in each category in each of the four regions. 
This type of sampling could be termed stmtified sampling (a form of probability 
sampling) as describcJ by Henry ( 1990). due to the six football regions or strata. 
Howewr. the subjective nature of the MOOs' involvement meant that the sampling 
process used was nonprobability sampling. As Henry (1990) adds. nonprobability 
samples <ue often selected when relatively extreme limitations on time and resources 
prohibit probability samples. This approach has the distinguishing characteristic that 
subjective judgements play a role in the selection of tbe sample. The form of 
nonprobability sampling that best reflects that used in the current study is critical case 
sampling. That is. the researcher selects a limited number of cases that logic or prior 
experience (MOOs' involvement) indicate will allow generalisation to the population. 
The sampling technique used in the present study was also based on that of 
purposeful sampling as advocated by Patton (1990). As this author explains, the 
relevance of this type of sampling relates to the selection of information rich cases. 
These "arc those from which one can learn a great deal about issues of central 
importance to the purpose of the research, thus the term purpose fit/ sampling" (Patton, 
1990, p. 169. The MOOs recommended information-rich cases whom they believed 
would be beneficial for the study. 
To ensure anonymity of the subjects, they were given pseudonyms which are 
listed in Table 2 along with the W AFDT region from which they were chosen. For 
consistency and convenience, current coaches were given pseudonyms beginning with 
C and the former coaches' identities were disguised with names starting with F. 
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Table 2 
Subjects' pseudonyms and coaching regions 
WAFDT Region 
North Suburban 
South Suburban 
Midlands I Swan 
Districts 
Peel 
Procedure 
Current Coaches 
Charles 
Clive 
Chris 
Colin 
Cameron 
Cliff 
Craig 
Co by 
Data Collection 
Former Coaches 
Frank 
Francis 
Fred 
Ferdinand 
Fraser 
Fergus 
Floyd 
Fritz 
Upon receiving the names and contact details of the 16 subjects from the MDOs, the 
researcher telephoned each to invite them to participate in the study. During these 
phone calls, individual interview meetings were arranged at a place convenient to each. 
As Appendix A displays, the majority of interviews were conducted at the subject's 
residence, however where necessary their workplace or a neutral venue was used. 
At the meeting, each subject was supplied with a covering letter explaining the 
research in further detail and asked to sign an informed consent form (See Appendix B). 
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Any questions were answered to the satisfaction of the subjects and permission was 
gained to tape record the proceedings. Two to thee minutes into the interview, the tape 
was checked to ensure that the recorder was working properly and the recording was 
audible. The interview then proceeded. 
Following the interviews. the tape recordings were transcribed in full with the 
permission of the interviewees. Each page of the transcript was formatted with line 
numbers on the left margin to facilitate each location of data during analysis (See 
Appendix C). 
Interviews 
With the consent of the participants. all of the interviews were tape recorded, which as 
Scanlan et al ( 1989) explained improved the accuracy of information gathered, and 
allowed the researcher to observe the reactions of the subject in response to the 
questions. 
Data was collected through open-ended semi-structured interviews. As 
advocated by Patton (1987), interview guides were used to gain similar information 
from each subject. Interview guides for both current and former coach subjects arc 
displayed in Appendices D and E. Probing questions were asked in order to gain 
specific aspects of information. 
Initially questions were designed to relax the subject and to obtain essential 
demographic details including playing experiences. Questions then moved on to areas 
relating to their coaching experiences, accreditation and future coaching ambitions. 
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Interview duration ranged from 27.1 minutes to 45.2 minutes with an average of 
36.4 minutes (See Appendix A). 
Pilot Study 
Prior to the interviews with the I 6 current and former coaches, a pilot study was 
conducted with one former coach and one former coach to determine the suitability of 
the schedule of interview questions. Two coaches were chosen, one with whom the 
researcher was acquainted and was known to be a former coach of youth football; the 
other was a current coach, chosen with the aid of the MDO in the researcher's W AFDT 
region for convenience. 
Following phone calls to establish their initial interest in the study, meetings 
were arranged at each subject's home. Consent forms were signed and any questions 
were answered to the participant's satisfaction prior to the commencement of the 
interviews. Using interview schedules similar to those used in the major study (see 
Appendices D & E), open ended questions were posed in order to stimulate discussion 
particularly from the subject. In addition, the interviewees were invited to comment on 
the focus of the questions, the style of the interviewer and any other pertinent 
information for the conduct of the interviews. The interviews lasted between 30 to 35 
minutes. 
Following these pilot interviews, transcriptions were made from the tape 
recordings and analysed using procedures outlined in a later section. Data gathered and 
analysed in the pilot study did not form part of that in the present study. Since the 
purpose of the pilot study was to practice interview, transcribing and data analysing 
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techniques prior to embarking on the larger scale study. a number of areas for 
consideration and improvement were discovered and implemented into the present 
study. Areas that were modified included: (a) creating a more flowing interview 
environment by asking more leading questions instead of jumping erratically from one 
topic to another; (b) asking more questions pertaining to coach burnout and stress as this 
in an imponant factor that was glossed over in the pilot study; (c) the addition of an 
external microphone to enhance the quality of the interview recordings; and (d) addition 
of line numbers to interview transcripts to allow easier reference to relevant quotations. 
Data Analysis 
The analysis of the data in this study was as Scanlan et al (1989) describes, of an 
inductive nature whereby relationships were allowed to emerge from the data rather 
than being imposed upon them. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985, p.333) 
"inductive analysis begins not with theories or hypothesis but with the data themselves, 
from which theoretical categories and relational propositions may be arrived at by 
inductive reasoning process". 
Analysis began with the transcribing of the tape recorded interviews. This 
allowed the researcher to become familiar with the data. Upon completion, each 
transcript was checked against the audio tape for accuracy and then a copy was mailed 
to the subjects to peruse in order to make any necessary modifications prior to further 
analysis. Four of the 16 subjects requested slight modifications or had information to 
add to their interview transcripts. The remainder either did not respond, or notified the 
researcher of their approval for analysis to continue. 
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The researcher read each transcript several times making notes in the margin of 
important aspects. and abbreviated responses and highlighting relevant and important 
quotations. as Appendix E displays. From this point, tables were constructed which 
enabled a comparison. question by question, of all the subjects' responses. These tables 
also enabled quick reference to relevant quotes (See Appendix F). From these tables 
common themes emerged and these are summarised in tables in Chapter 4. As will 
become obvious in Chapter 4. the current and former coaches were more alike than 
different Therefore, it was possible to amalgamate their response~. A ranking system 
W<.IS then utilised to list the top 10 responses to most questions. The most common 
response was ranked number one. followed in order by the next most common 
responses. Where an equal numiJcr of responses were recorded, these were bracketed 
and their position in the ranking shown as an average. These tables displayed an 
amalgamation of both current and former coaches' opinions and suggestions into a 
ranking system of most common 1o.:sponses to various related interview questioPs. 
Ethical considerations 
All steps were taken to ensure anonymity and confidentiality of all subjects. All 
interviews were conducted in private, except in two cases where a member of the 
subject's family was present. All transcripts of interviews were completed either in 
person or by a professional typist who at no stage knew the real identities of the 
subjects, and no identifying names were included in the transcripts. All interviews were 
conducted on a first name basis only. and the details of identity are only be available to 
the researcher. All subjects have been represented by pseudonyms, details of which are 
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stored separately from the transcripts. 
The subjects at all times retained the right to wit:- .}raw all data provided by them 
from the research at any stage prior to submission if they wished to do so. All subjects 
were provided with full transcripts of interviews for their perusal and the opportunity to 
amend, prior to data analysis. 
All data, from this research has been stored separately for a period of five years, 
where upon it will be destroyed by incineration. All identifying information is 
restricted to use by the researcher only and stored securely. 
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CHAPTER4 
Results 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the data collected from one-on-one tape recorded interviews with 
eight current and eight former youth football coaches. The sections in this chapter 
relate to the major research question: What are the principal factors influencing 
coaches' motivation to continue or withdraw from their involvement in Australian Rules 
Football at the youth level? Section headings and sub-sections arc based on the 
subsidiary research '·luestions as outlined in Chapter l. From the analysis of the data it 
became apparent that the most appropriate way to present the data was to address the 
subsidiary questions and then pool them to answer the major question. 
Throughout this chapter, relevant quotes from the interview transcripts have 
been used. These quotes are in the subjects' own words and include a number of 
grammatical inconsistencies. 
Similarities and Differences Between Current 
and Former Youth Football Coaches 
Weiss and Sisley's ( 1984) compared various characteristics youth basketball coaches to 
determine the similarities and differences between the current and former coaches. This 
process helped frame the subsidiary question: What are the similarities and differences 
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between coaches who continue and coaches who withdraw from youth football. The 
comparison considered demographic characteristics, playing experiences, and the extent 
of family support and involvement have been addressed. 
Demographic Characteristics 
The demographic similarities and differences between the two categories of coaches are 
summarised in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Comparing Current Coach and Former Coach Demographics 
Current Coaches Former Coaches 
Mean Age (years) 39.8 44.7 
Percentage married 87.5 87.5 
Mean number of 2.6 2.6 
Children 
Mean age of children (years) 12.2 15.6 
Percentage employed 87.5 100 
Mean time in 14.6 16.8 
Employment (years) 
Despite a variation in average age between the current (M:::: 39.8 yrs.) and 
former (M:::: 44.7 yrs.) coach categories, the demographic characteristics of the 16 
subjects are quite similar in many respects. For instance, as Table 3 displays, there is 
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an obvious similarity in their marital status. All the coaches were married except 
current coach Charles and former coach Fraser who are both divorced. Both categories 
of coaches had 2.6 children. The average age of the subject's, however, differed 
slightly with childn:n of the current category being 12.2 years and the fanner category 
15.6 years. This is not .-.urprising smcc the former coaches were older and thus would 
have older children. 
With the exception of Chris who is currently studying teaching at university, all 
the current coaches me involved in full time employment and have been for an average 
of 14.6 years. Similarly. all of the former coaches are employed full time and have 
been for an average of 16.8 years. Again the difference was probably attributable to the 
age difference. 
When asked whether or not they liked their jobs, coaches answered mostly 
positively with responses ranging from "it's alright" (Fergus) through to "excellent, 
really enjoy it" (francis). 
Coaches' Playing Experiences 
There were a number of similarities between the playing experiences of the two 
groups. For instance. almost all the current coaches played Australian Rules Football 
all the way through from juniors to seniors except for Clive who only played foot bali at 
the junior level and went on to mostly play hockey and cricket. Similarly, in the case of 
the former coaches. the majority had played at both junior and senior level except for 
Fred who only played at the junior level. 
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While senior football playing experience for the current ,.-oacbe~ \'aried from 
Sunday League to Amateurs to Country Lcague football. two of the coaches. Camc."ron 
and Charles. also played Vcteran .. into thc1r -Uh. In addition. Cliff. at the age of +4 1~ 
.. till playing Amatc."ur Lcaguc foothall. Sc:mnr cxpenc:n\.·c: for the formcr coachc~ 
included Sunday League. AmatL·un. and Countr:- Lc;,g.uc football and al'o \\'c..,tar Rules 
Rcscr\'cs and Ll'aguc: c.\pc:ncncc and a hnct' JK'fllld m the: VFL colt-.. Franc1'. like 
Cameron and Charles alsu played \-'ctl'fan-. Lt·a~ul' h~llhall. 
When asked to comment nn thr.: happlt.:'-t memory of their playing Jay ... half of 
the current coaches re..,ponses indicated that Sli£H'.n· m terms of either premicr .. hips or 
personal achic\'ements ~uch as trophies. or hcing selected to play at a higher Jc,·cl. rated 
quite highly. The other current coaches indicated that participation was the1r happir.:st 
memory. This incorporated the litncss they gained. playing with now 'Big' names such 
as Ros.., Glendinning {a former AFL player. now Channel 7 spons commentator). and 
simply the enjoyment of playing the game. Success and panicipation arc rellected 
respectively in the following t\\'O responses: 
Obviously I played in Grand Finals and they were pretty happy memories. and 
my achievements ... trophies and the skills I have now, the skills I learnt along 
the way. 
(Chris) 
I reckon getting to a fitness level at the age of about 28 that I just never got to 
when I was younger. that was pretty good. I felt like I could do anything. That 
was the best part of it. (Colin) 
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Similar responses were heard from the former coaches. For instance. ~ix of the 
eight suggested that succeJs was one of their happiest memories including winning 
premierships. fairest and best trophies. and adulation from team m<ttcs due this success. 
Additional responses from those coaches and the remaining other t,;:o coaches indicated 
that the social aspect. team work and participation were amongst their happiest 
memories. 
More than anything that I remember was the honesty of my team mates when I 
got cherred off the ground and brought into the change rooms. everybody 
clapped for about 5 minutes because of the amount of effort I put in from start lo 
finish. l recognise that as being a total overwhelming motivational thing for 
anybody who has been in football. (Fraser) 
Five of the subjects interviewed highlighted the importance of success during 
their playing days explaining also that compc~i~!veness encourages longevity in the 
game and it was especially impori.:mt t0wards the end of one's career. 
Oh definitely, Grand Finals you played in. There's no doubt that winning is a 
prc~ty high thing in anyone's participation in sport. It's not all of it but it is 
probably pretty important that you taste some success. I probably played in four 
or five premiership team-; and it was certainly the highiight. (Charles) 
All the teams I played in were competitive. Just to play in a Grand Final is 
great, that certainly is a factor with senior football. (Frank) 
Oh yeah, that was I suppose, when you're in your twilight years its what keeps 
ou going once you've achieved what you wanted to achieve. (Fritz) 
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Extent of Family Support and Involvement 
A comparison can be made between the extent of support and involvement from the 
coaches' families. In the case of the current coaches, the majority had their wives help 
at the club in roles varying from team manager to club registrar to being keen 
spectators. These coaches emphasised the importance of this support in terms of the 
pressure it relieved them of. especially in terms of making phone calls and following up 
with players and in terms of maintaining family unity. 
Yes, very heavily, she's always been there doing all the important things that I 
don't get time to do, running around chasing up kids, making phone calls. 
canteens and what have you. (Cliff) 
When you'vc both got interests you can both go on a Sunday with the same 
thing in mind. Whereas if I say I'm going to the football and she saying I'm 
going to my mum's because we're supposed to be going to a family dinner 
today. At least with my wife being team manager we both know we have to go 
to the footy then after that we can do the other things. Plus being team manager 
I can come home and I can sit down and say who hasn't paid their fees instead 
of going and seeing or ringing somebody else all the time. (Coby) 
In contrast the SIJ'JUses of the former coaches seemed to have more limited 
hands-on involvement. Only half of their wives had helped out as team managers, or 
similar administrative roles, while their husbands were coaching. The others had a 
mainly spectator role. The extreme was Fraser's wife who actuaily "hates football". 
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In summary, the two categories of coaches had similar demographics and 
playing experiences. The interviews suggested that the former coaches received Jess 
support and help, on the whole, from their family. Therefore in the remaining 
discussion, the responses of the coaches are considered together unles:-. ~pecifically 
indicated otherwise. 
Factors Associated with Coaching Involvement and Withdrawal 
This section reports the various factors associated with the coach's decision to initially 
become involved in youth football throu1 h to his eventual withdrawal from the sport 
and the main reasons associated with this decision. When investigating factors 
associated with coaching involvement, the following sub-sections have been used: (a) 
reasons for initiating involvement; (b) important issues in youth football; (c) factors 
associated with continuing coaching: and (d) the effect of own child's involvement in 
youth football. The investigation into coach withdrawal involved: (e) factors associated 
with withdrawal; and (0 transition to a higher grade of coaching. The relevance of 
remuneration at the youth level has also been discussed as a separate sub-section. 
Coach Involvement 
Reasons for initiating involvement. 
The following table displays a combination of the lO most common reasons provided 
by the subjects from both categories for initiating their involvement in co2shing. From 
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the tables constructed during the data analysis (sec Appendix F). all the subjects' 
responses to questions relating to initiating coach involvement were grouped together 
producing the list below. 
Table 4 
Most Common Reasons for lnitiat~ng Coaching Involvement 
Rank 
3 
=4.5 
=7 
9 
10 
{ 
Reason 
lntlucnce of personal participation in the game 
Demand for coach at son's dub 
Ongoing interest or passion 
Son's interest & involvement 
Belief in ability to do hcucr than existing coach 
Asked to coach 
{ 
Had something to otTer 
Already involved at club in other roles 
Related to physical education career 
Good peer and club support 
Total 
Responses 
9 
7 
5 
4 
3 
2 
Over half of all the subjects believed that to some extent, experiences 
encountered whilst playing the game influenced their decision to take up coaching. 
Responses ranged from a desire to repay the game for benefits received whilst playing, 
through to an aspiration to make amends for their own misfortunes as players. 
The reason I continued playing football was because I wanted to make 
something of myself before I finished. I enjoy putting some time back into 
football after I had got so much enjoyment out of it when I was playing. So 
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yeah, if I hadn't have played, there is no way in the world I would have 
coached. (Charles) 
I always had the aspirations of becoming a coach. I think probably because of 
my strong views on why I didn't make it to the AFL or VFL as it was then. 
(Fraser) 
Other coaches embraced a number of the most common reasons for beginning 
their involvement in their responses. These include: (a) his son's interest and 
involvement; (b) Belief in ability to dCI better than existing coach; (c) had something to 
offer: and (d) already involved at club in other roles. This was portrayed in Cliff's 
comments: 
I was always down there and I was always umpiring their games, I had coached 
13s, l4s and 15s probably three or four years before that. I was going down 
with [my son] and I was a little bit put ofi with the skill level with some of the 
kids that were coming through, I thought that I could improve it. That's what 
turned me to coaching. (Cliff) 
The other top two ranking reasons for initiating involvement in coaching were: 
(a) demand for coach at son's club; and (b) ongoing interest or passion. When asked 
why they decided to begin coaching, the following subjects' responses were heard: 
Firstly it was because there was nobody else and at the time you didn't need any 
qualifirations. (Charles) 
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I started coaching because my :;on needed a coach. (Chris) 
It comes back to following the boys when they first started and I've always 
loved football anyway ... I Jove footy and that's the reason why I followed it 
through and then started coaching. (Fred) 
!love footy. I've been in it forthe bes! part of my life. (Fraser) 
lmportaut issues in youth football. 
Coaches' opinions about the most important issues in youth football are revealed in 
Table 5 below. 
Table 5 
Major Issues in Youth Football from Coaches' Perspective 
Rank 
I 
2 
3 
=7 
Important Elements 
Player development 
Personal/social development of players 
Providing opportunity for participation 
and talent pathways 
Variety and quality of coaches 
Winning- particularly in older age groups 
Maintaining participation 
Player self esteem 
Attitude 
Skills 
Discipline 
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Total 
Responses 
9 
5 
3 
2 
The majority of coaches agreed that a critical element at the youth level was 
player development in terms of on-field attributes, such as skill improvement. This 
often meant that the subjects would modify their training sessions to ensure that their 
players were developed as much as possible. 
I've had a lot of kids that I spent a lot of time on non-preferred, 1 always 
believed that at a [training] session we'd have a 20 minute session of non-
preferred [side of the body kicking and hand-balling]. (Fred) 
Another commonly highlighted issue of concern in youth football was the off-
field. personal and social development of the coaches' athletes. as opposed to their on-
field playing development. This was conveyed in following statements: 
I don't only look for better footballers but definitely for better people in the 
community. I think that community football has a huge role in changing the 
face of our nation and if we give kids a great image about what life's supposed 
to be and what good citizens are supposed to be then that's reflected by our kids 
in the community. (Fraser) 
Well, I certainly think as a junior player this [social aspect] is an important 
factor, [it's] the reason why they are down there. Some of them are not as 
interested in the football as they might be, but the social side is an important 
one, and them developing friendships, learning to co-operate with one another 
and just the socializing is an important factor of it. 
(Frank) 
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The third most common issue raised by the subjects was providing opportunity 
for participation and talent pathways. Player development was often contrasted with 
winning in a number of responses. Coby explained that this was often a means of 
maintaining player participation and encouraging them to continue with their football to 
higher levels. 
At the end of the day if you just play to win maybe only two or three kids will 
go on. but if you develop them all well then 22 might get the chance to go on. 
You've got to give everyone equal amount of time m1d skills and if they choose 
at the age of 16 to not ever play again, which is their choice. if they all choose to 
go to development squad level well what a bonus. We're here to develop them 
and at the end of the day winning is only a bonus. (Coby) 
Factors associated with continuing coaching at the youth level. 
Table 6 displays the top 10 reasons why a coach may continue his involvement in youth 
football. The data is a combination of suggestions and opinions from current and 
former coaches in response to two different questions. Current coaches were asked 
why they had continued to this point and the former coaches were asked to provide their 
opinion on why a coach may stay involved in youth football. 
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Table 6 
Top I 0 Reasons Why Coaches Continue Involvement 
Rank 
= 2.5 
4 
= 5.5 
= 8.5 
Reason 
Working with children and helping develop players (I) 
{ 
Ongoing interest I passion for the game (I) 
Club, parent and player support (E) 
Enjoyment and happy memories (I) 
{ 
Long term success of players (E) 
Acknowledgment I ego (E) 
{ 
Ambition to coach at higher level (l) 
Satisfaction of doing a good job (I} 
Success- not just winning (E) 
Something to offer I repayment (I) 
(l) =intrinsic motivator 
(E) =extrinsic motivator 
Total 
Responses 
9 
6 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
As governed by Martens' ( 1987) descriptions of intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivators (Ch. 2, p. 18), subjects' reasons for continuing involvement were followed 
with an "(I)" if the response was an intrinsic motivator and an "(E)" if extrinsic. The 
intrinsic rewards of working with children and helping the players develop and the 
enjoyment and happy memories gained from coaching are influencing factors as to why 
a coal:h chooses to continue his involvement in youth football. The following typical 
responses indicate this. 
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Develop my kids, truly and simply just the development of seeing kids go from 
just thirsty babies through to young men and how they develop. My aim has 
always been to let them achieve the greatest level they wanted to achieve. 
(Cliff) 
They're [coaches] generally the retired footballcrs that have taken up co<.~ching 
and they're putting something back into the game and they've got a lot more 
from being around youth players than what they would being around seniors 
where a can of beer is the most important thing. So they tend to stay there for 
quite :1 long time and put <.1 lot of effort back into it. (Fraser) 
That it is the happiest pan. that I've been able to take them from a side that 
basically lacked a lot of confidence - their skill level was pretty average - to a 
side that is now playing pretty good football. (Colin) 
Extrinsic rewards such as acknowledgment seem to be less important as there 
are only four featuring in the top ten reasons for coach continuation. However they do 
play a role in maintaining some coaches involvement. For instance, as Fraser explains: 
... kids come in and call your name out and say there's our coach. It shows an 
enormous amount of respect for the rerson and you get a get a good feeling 
about it as well, particularly if your talked about in the community. 
(Fraser) 
Effect of own child's involvement in youth football. 
Two issues are addressed in this section. Firstly the influence on the subjects from 
coaching their own child(ren), and secondly, the impact upon the subjects' coaching 
due to their own child's involvement under the direction of another coach. 
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Firstly, twelve of the subjects had coached their own child or children at some 
point through0ut their youth football coaching career. Three of the current coaches' 
children we~<.: not old enough to he involved and therefore had never coached them. 
For those subjects interviewed who had at some point coached their own child, 
the question was asked as to whether or not they believed that doing this impacted on 
the father I son relationship at home. Responses indicated that it did have an impact 
and the impact was not always positive. 
I don't know really, we have di~agreements over some things that I do at 
football. We talk a lot about football, I suppose it's a far gre,!ler bonding than 
most fathers and sons I'd say. We've got something to talk about every night of 
the week. it's usually football. 
(Craig) 
With coaching my son, I felt like he used to blackmail me, to the point where if 
he wanted to hold something against me he might usc football, so that's why I 
stopped coaching him... (Chris) 
In fact, as Charles explains, not having your own child in the team has its 
advantages over those who coach their son. For instance: 
Yeah, it docs because it doesn't give us an attitude of favouritism. We're 
looking at the over all picture. We've obviously got favourites which we can 
see are doing the things that we've asked to do but we don't have parents 
complaining that we're favouring our own kid so it works out pretty well. It's 
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definitely a problem with some parents that's for sure. we've come across that 
already this year. (Charles) 
Secondly. when all the subjects were asked to what extent they were influenced 
by other coaches' methods. particularly ~heir own children's coaches. varying responses 
were given. Only six of the subjects suggested that the methods used by their own 
children's coaches inliuenced their's. and only three felt their children's opinions of 
their coaches impacted on the coaching methods of the subjects. However, 75(7< of all 
subjects suggested that it was very important to observe other coaches in action and 
were very willing to do so where ever possible. 
I think a little bit of feedback from my boys has probably helped though I 
suppose some of the coach's lack of experience has made me put more effort 
into my coaching. (Cameron) 
Take a weekend off and go and listen to a few coaches of anything from junior 
teams all the way through to 17s, go and have a look at a few different coaches 
and different clubs and you'd s~on get a better perspective on the way you 
should be thinking about your coaching. (Ferdinand) 
To a certain extent, but I think what influenced me in my coaching was probably 
coaches that I had when I was playing. More so that watching other junior 
coaches coach. (Francis) 
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Coach Withdrawal 
Fat:tors associated with withdrawal from coaching at the youth level. 
Table 7 below dbplay~ the top 10 reasons why a coach may choose to withdraw from 
youth footb;lll. The data i~ a .:ombination of suggestions and opinions from current and 
fanner .:oa.:hes in re~pon~e to a vuriety of interview questions. Firstly, just the former 
coache:-. were asked to provide their reasons for discontinuing and then their comments 
were .:oupled with response:-. from quc~tions asked of both categories as to why they 
felt other .:oa.:he:-. might withdraw from coaching. Lastly, these amulgamated responses 
were imegrated \Vith comment:. heard from both categories in response to prompting 
questions relating specifically to possible withdrawal factors including coach burnout, 
pare mal pressure. participation numbers and own child discontinuing. 
Table 7 
Top 10 Opinions as to Why Coaches Withdraw From Coaching Youth Football 
Rank 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
=9 
Reason 
Pressure from parents and lack of parent support 
Laci\. of player commitment 
and participation numbers 
Other commitments (including work, time 
and travel) 
Own child's discontinuation 
Becoming jaded or burnt out 
Compulsory accreditation 
Pressure from and lack of club support 
{ 
Transition to higher grade of coaching 
Pressure from family or lack of family involvement 
and support 
Lack of success and self belief 
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Total 
Responses 
14 
12 
II 
9 
7 
5 
4 
3 
Almost all of the coaches agreed that parental pressure or lack of parental support was 
the biggest factor causing a couch to withdraw from youth football. This was reflected 
in Fred's response to the question: Do you feel that parents who don't support a coach 
and constantly nag him contribute to coach withdrawal? 
I suppose a coach would look at that. I think if you had that sort of parent in 
your side and it continually happened, I think couches would obviously say, that 
I've had enough of this. it's not wonh it. (Fred) 
Comments from other coaches often encompassed a number of reasons for 
coach withdrawal as seen in Table 7. In his comments below, Fraser encapsulated four 
of listed reasons for coach withdrawal. including the second ranked opinion, lack of 
player commitment. He also highlighted a lack of success, parent support and club 
suppon and the time constraints related to work commitments. 
The most outstanding point would be that most coaches have a son in the team 
and once they find that it has become outside their capability, they will leave, 
because most of them are just dads, who may not have played a game of football 
in their life and they've been sucked into being coaches. They are generally the 
first ones to go, they can't hack the harassment that is placed on them from the 
parents, the club and the players. Other reasons, a coach may have been with a 
team for 2 or 3 years and haven't tasted success, they don't know how to take 
them to the next level, they haven't gone to the next coaches course or tried to 
better their knowledge of coaching to succeed. Work reasons would be another, 
perhaps they've changed jobs and are unavailable to coach any more at club 
level, because the teams have to be coached by around 4.00pm after school so it 
places them in a great bit of difficulty because they might not finish work until 
6.00pm. (Fraser) 
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Colin identified three of listed reasons for withdrawal, including: (a) other 
commitments; (b) becoming jaded or burnt out; and (c) pressure from the coach's 
family and/or a lack of their involvement and support for the coach. 
Basically the burnt out fycling of being weighed under, some coaches stop 
because they realise that they are a bit out of their depth, some coaches stop 
because they realise they can not give as much time as it's needed. They realise 
that getting down to training twice a week and on the weekend is a fair time 
commitment and they might have other family commitments they have to get to. 
They are the main factors that I have found why coaches drop out. 
(Colin). 
The fourth ranked opinion as to why coaches may withdraw, that of the coach's 
own son discontinuing, was identified by Craig below: 
Yes, it's a lot to do with coaching their sons or members of the family, then 
once they [the coach's children] finish they go... (Craig) 
Cliff explained that compulsory accreditation is a further burden for many 
coaches who may not have the time to attend a course, and are as a result forced to 
withdraw from coaching. 
By forcing people in, trying to get them accredited before they coach or when 
they really don't have the time, they're not getting the full value out of it. They 
also won't take the accreditation, so they won't coach, you're getting second or 
third best people coming into coach. They don't want to coach, but they just 
happen to have the time, but not the inclination, they'll do it because no one else 
is there. That's wf:y you find in most regions in WA you have such a great 
turnover in coaches, they'll coach for 1 or 2 years and then just fall out of it. 
(Cliff) 
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Transition to a higher grade 1..1f coaching as a factor for withdrawing from youth 
football. 
As highlighted in Chapter I, page 7, the subsidiary question was raised as to whether or 
not coaches were withdrawing from youth football in order to pursue careers at the 
more elite levels. Table 7 showed that choosing to coach at a higher level was in the top 
10 reasons cited for coach withdrawal from the youth level. For instance, Coby 
explained his intentions to reduce or even eliminate his involvement at the youth level 
to concentrate on coaching higher levels of football. His aim was a continued 
involvement only with the Westar Rules combined developmental squad which is 
comprised of the best youth footbnllers in his region. 
I'm cutting back next year because it is too much with the family and that. I'm 
not coaching at club level ... l'll just stay with the development squad. 
(Coby) 
Seven of the eight current coaches believed that youth football is a stepping 
stone or pathway for aspiring coaches wanting to move up the grades to the Westar 
Rules colts level. However, a common theme was the perception that elite coaches 
should have experience playing at league level. 
Those that suggested that one did not require league experience to coach at 
Westar colts h:vel explained that it is important to initially prove oneself at the youth 
level. Once this has been achieved, the coach may take the step to the Westar 
development squad level and become involved with a particular Westar club. The 
coach will then meet the various staff, and learn how an elite club is run. 
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Experience of coaching at senior amateur level would also be beneficial and 
Level 2 accreditation is a vital element for coaches wanting to progress. These 
suggestions are reflected in the following comments from Cliff: 
Without a doubt they [youth coaches] have to continue through their junior 
coaching and coach to the 17~ :!'\'Pl. .. next step would have to be to an amateur 
club and then, of course, on to the Westar. If they were going to Westar an 
important step for them would be a level 2 accreditation. If they want to go to 
Westar they have to go that one step further to have all the facts and not just go 
in with half the facts ... [youth coaches] just have to have an understanding of the 
game, a philosophy for the game and an impression of the game. If you have 
those three things with the coaching experience behind you, you don't have to 
be a league player. (Clift) 
Belief in the existence of a pathway from the youth level to Westar level from 
the former coach's point of view was more limited. League playing experience as a 
requirement was a more common response from this category. Those that thought a 
pathway existed suggested the accreditation process as being an important factor, and a 
coach needs to become known by the Westar club he is trying to move into. 
Yes, I think there is a pathway there. You get involved in combined sides, inter 
districts sides, there is opportunity there to take on elite squads and make 
contact with Westar clubs and you will be noticed there if you've got the 
abiHties ... I've seen people move through along that pathway -junior teams, 
combined sides, up to colts assisting in some way. (Frank) 
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The Relevance of Remuneration for Coaches at the Youth Level 
Subjects from both categories were asked if there was a need for coaches at the youth 
level to receive remuneration for their services. The vast majority of subjects 
adamantly opposed this suggestion as exemplified in the comments of Cliff and Francis. 
Absolutely not, I think that it is up to the clubs to ensure that the coaches are 
satisfied in coaching for the right reasons, if they need to be there for the money, 
they shouldn't be there. (Cliff) 
No, I feel pretty strongly about that, I don't believe so and mainly because we 
need to be careful as to how much pressure and influence we put on teams to 
compete and win. I think if money becomes involved with coaching, it brings 
with it that sort of attitude to a certain extent from the coach's perspective. He 
probably feels he has expectations that he should perform. I wouldn't be for 
that at all. (Francis) 
However there were four subjects who did consider remuneration a possibility. 
These subjects explained that under certain circumstances, such as the 16 and 17 age 
groups, remuneration may be necessary to attract and maintain quality coaches and also 
to cover the higher personal costs to the coach. 
In that case, we would like the 17s to have the best coach available and so 
advertising remuneration might be the way to go ... the payment could be to send 
them to do a level 2 or sending them to the AFCA Camp or something like that, 
instead of paying them money, paying for those sort of things (Colin) 
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In the most difficult circumstances, say under l7s or l6s teams, a coach will 
spend the majority of his time running around the streets in his own vehicle and 
also on the telephone chasing up players to ensure that they're all there. 
Without realising it, it probably adds an enormous amount of money to their 
costs for the year on top of their own telephone bills etc. I think this might be a 
little bit unfair and the coaches should be looked after or you can have some sort 
of expense amount sort of applied to them so they can actually have $300 or 
$400 in a booty that they have the availability to utilise for whatever reason. 
(Fraser) 
In summary, over half of all the subjects believed that to some extent, 
experiences encountered whilst playing the game was the influence on their decision to 
take up coaching. In the subjects' opinions, the most critical issue in youth football was 
player development. Similarly, the most common reason for continuing at the youth 
level was working with children and helping the players develop. For those subjects 
that had coached their own child, the impact on the father I son relationship which 
resulted varied from positive to negative. The majority of subjects highlighted the 
importance of watching other coaches, however, few of them suggested that their own 
children's opinions of their coaches or those coaches methods influenced their own. 
Almost all of the coaches agreed that parental pressure or lack of parental support was 
the biggest factor causing a coach to withdraw from youth football. In addition, 
choosing to coach at a higher level was amongst the top 10 reason cited for coach 
withdrawal from the youth level. Lastly, the vast majority of subjects opposed this 
suggestion of remuneration. 
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The Influence of Coach Accreditation 
This section deals with the subsidiary research question focusing on the influence of 
compulsory accreditation. Firstly, a summary of the subjects' levels of accreditation 
will be provided, followed by sub-sections relating to: (a) accreditation as a factor for 
coach continuation; (b) accreditation as a factor for withdrawal from coaching; and (c) 
the subjects' suggestions for accreditation course modification. 
Table 8 
Subjects' Level of Accreditation 
Subject's 
Name 
Current Coaches 
Chris 
Co by 
Cameron 
Cliff 
Clive 
Colin 
Craig 
Charles 
Former Coaches 
Fraser 
Francis 
Fred 
Frank 
Fritz 
Floyd 
Ferdinand 
Fergus 
Level 1 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
..J 
--/ :::: level of accreditation attained 
Level2 
Completing 
..J 
..J 
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As Table 8 highlights, all of the subjects interviewed had at least Level I coach 
accreditation, citing its compulsory nature and club policy as reasons for having 
attended a course. Colin, Clive, Ferdinand and Fraser had also attained Level 2 
accreditation, while Coby was in the process of completing the course. Other than 
accreditation being compulsory, Colin added that his decision to gain formal 
qualification was also career based, for personal gain in the form of knowledge and 
expertise for his employment as a physical education teacher. Frank explained that he 
was able to display a recognition of prior learning and was granted Level l due to his 
long term career as a physical education teacher and coach. Floyd also cited insurance 
purposes as a major factor for becoming accredited. When the subjects were asked to 
comment on their willingness to become accredited the vast majority responded very 
positively with only Francis mentioning that the process "didn't worry me". 
Accreditation as a Factor Contributing to Continuation in Coaching 
The subjects from the current coach category were asked whether or not the 
accreditation process had resulted in them staying in coaching for longer. Five ofthe 
eight coaches agreed that indeed it had. They cited that the greater access to resources, 
materials and a desire to become more educated about coaching was closely linked with 
the accreditation course. 
Yes, without a doubt, I've found out a lot more about it, a lot more interested, 
you also get to know people who can give you better information and we get 
magazines and those sort of things, it has enabled me to know a lot more about 
the game and be more interested. (Colin) 
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The impact that accreditation had on the various subjects approaches to 
coaching following their attendance at a course was also discussed. The most common 
response from both categories of subjects was the implementing of new drills and skills 
learnt at the course, particularly warm-up and cool-down techniques according to 
Floyd. Other responses ranged from a minimal impact through to a complete change in 
approach as Colin and Fraser explained: 
Yes, without a doubt, I can still remember how I was coaching my school teams 
seven or eight years ago and how I'm coaching now especially with an older 
group. The old hormone level was racing away. I have changed my coaching 
and I would imagine that I would continue to change it. (Colin) 
Since then I'd been through level 1 and level 2 coaching courses. A totally new 
perspective on youth football and Aussie football which was really 
important. .. without doing the accreditation courses there would be no way I 
would have been as effective. (Fraser) 
Cameron suggested that the accreditation process helps coaches accept the 
modified versions of the game and build a coach's confidence, particularly the 
psychology aspects for dealing with children. He added that accreditation doesn't help 
some coaches however, which was later supported in an interview with Coby. 
I go to games and I see coaches screaming from the boundary line and I think 
that if you're an accredited coach it should be taken off you. (Coby) 
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Asked whether or not the former coaches thought the accreditation process 
encouraged them to seck furrher education, half agreed that it. had, especially in terms 
of rcaJing more literature on the topic of coaching and a greater exposure to numerous 
resources. The remaining subjects felt that accreditation did not encourage them to 
seek further education. 
The subjects from the former coach category were asked to provide their 
opinion on the accreditation process. A common answer was that it is particularly 
beneficial for coaches with no playing experience, while Fraser suggested that 
accreditation is very important for insurance purposes. Other responses ranged from 
'"it's a great idea" (Fred) to "possibly a little unnecessary" (Francis). Overall there wa<> 
a notion of support, by the subjects, for the accreditation process. 
Compulsory Accreditation a~ a Factor Contributing to Coach Withdrawal 
Subjects from both categories were asked their opm10n on the possibility that 
compulsory accreditation may place coaches under too much pressure and therefore 
affect their decision to continue in or withdraw from coaching. As highlighted in Table 
5, compulsory accreditation was ranked sixth in the top 10 reasons cited for 
withdrawing from coaching. Five of the subjects suggested it as a possible withdrawal 
factor, particularly for those coaches that feel they are already qualified enough as 
Cameron explained: 
I know a few blokes that have said "look I've been involved in football for 20 
years and if l have to go through that sort of thing then I'm not going to be 
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bothered" because they feel as though they are being forced into something they 
don't really think is necessary. (Cameron) 
Other subjects suggested compulsory accreditation docs put some coaches under 
pressure but also added that this was probably due to a lack of commitment on the 
coaches' behalf as reflected in Fraser's comments below: 
I've actually seen that happen where coaches have pulled out because they've 
been required to enter a course and weren't capable of getting there or weren't 
interested in getting there, a number of circumstances but, yes, I have seen them 
pull out. Howc\'cr, I will say that they weren't committed enough to be there in 
the first place so therefore they're not going to conduct the correct coaching 
procedures for kids under the proper circumstances so no, don't require them. 
(fraser) 
Recommendations for Possible Modification to the Accreditation Course 
Subjects from both categories were asked to highlight any areas in the accreditation 
process they thought could be modified. Subjects offered suggestions for improvement 
to make the courses more appealing for all coaches to attend and hence reduce the 
chances of compulsory accreditation contributing to coach withdrawal. These 
suggestions are displayed in Table 9 below: 
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Table 9 
Most Common Suggestions for Course Modification 
Rank 
= 1.5 
3 
=4.5 
Suggestion 
{ 
Make course more accessible 
Intermediary stage between 
Level l and Level 2 
Greater emphasis on psychology 
{ 
Create a more stringent written 
exam process 
Shorten time requirements 
{ 
Remove sports science aspects 
=6.5 
Greater emphasis on drills 
Total 
Responses 
4 
3 
2 
A common response was to make the courses more accessible to coaches with 
time constraints. Whether it be creating regional AFCA divisions, running the course 
all year round as Cliff suggested, having a mobile accreditation system whereby an 
'accreditor' moves around to different coaches and conducts the courses during training 
sessions as Craig suggested, or as Cameron adds, conducting the courses on Sundays or 
evenings. It was also emphasised that the accreditation process should become a four 
tiered structure with an intermediary step between Level I and 2 for coaches that have 
played the game, have the skills of the game already, but want to learn more about 
coaching. In other words, there is a need for some form of refresher course for retired 
players wanting to move into the realm of coaching: 
Level I, I think if someone has been coaching for 20 years, Level I should be 
scrapped and they just go to Level 2 ... 1 think that the Lcvel2 should be a Level 
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3 and there should be one between Level I and 2 ... make the Level I a basic one 
for someone that has never played football and wants to learn the skills and 
wants to learn how to coach and then something a little bit more advanced for 
those that know the game but want a little bit extra. (Clive) 
Three of the subjects explained that there needs to be a greater emphasis on 
psychology aspects including ideas on how to deal with parents and adolescents. Cliff 
and Francis believed that the written exam process should not be an open book scenario 
and hence become more stringent. Ferdinand also highlighted the unnecessary nature 
of sports science aspects at the Level I course: 
The medical side of things, probably that's a little bit too much for coaches to 
really need and to get involved with ... the coach isn't allowed to run on the 
ground when a player goes down any how so why are we trying probably to 
stimulate a coach to know a great deal about injury. Basic treatment I don't 
have a problem with like RICE type scenario but anything further you're really 
tilling your mind with things they really don't need to do. (Ferdinand) 
In summary, it has been suggested that accreditation has resulted in a number of 
coaches wishing to continue their involvement due to an increase in knowledge and a 
modification of their general approach to coaching. However. compulsory 
accreditation was regarded by the subjects as the sixth most common reason why a 
coach may withdraw from youth football. In addition, a number of course modifications 
have been suggested in an attempt creal.e a more appealing accreditation process for all 
those wanting to coach youth football. 
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Principal Factors Influencing Youth Football Coaches' Motivation to 
Conrinue or Withdraw 
In order to ascertain the principal factors influencing coach continuation and 
withdrawal at the youth football level. hence answering the major research question, a 
number of r~lated areas were researched. Sub~idiary research questions formed the 
basis of the exploration into these related areas. and the findings arc summarised below. 
Demographic characteristics. coaches' playing experience. and extent of 
coaches' f:.urJily support and involvement were discussed in order to identify the 
similarities and differences between coaches who continue and coaches who withdraw. 
Minimal variation between the two categories of subjects was observed for the first two 
areas on concern. However. current couches on the whole had f:,reater family support 
with their coaching than did the subjects in the former coach category. 
The second subsidiary research question dealt with the factors that influence a 
coach's decision to become involved in youth football. The most common reason cited 
by subjects in both categories for this initial involvement w:.1s the influence of personal 
participation in the game. This usually involved a desire to repay the game for benefits 
received whilst playing or an aspiration to make amends for their own playing 
misfortunes. 
In response to the third subsidiary research question - what factors would 
encoucagc the coaches to continue their involvement'? - the majority of subjects 
identified the intrinsic, rather than extrinsic rewards gained from coaching. The 
intrinsic reward of working with children and helping develop the players was 
highlighted as the highest ranked reason why a coach would continue his involvement. 
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Fourthly, the subsidiary question was posed: what are the most common rea'\ons 
given by coaches for discontinuing their involvement? The most common reason cited 
by the subjects from both categories was pressure from parents or a lack of parent 
support for the coach. A lack of player commitment and participation numbers. and 
other commitments. including work, time and travel, were also identified in the top 
three factors affecting coach withdrawal. 
The research question pertaining to the influence of compulsory accreditation 
was addressed from the point of view of it as a factor of coach continuation. and as a 
factor of withdrawal. Five of the eight current coaches suggested that accreditation had 
resulted in them continuing due to a greater access to resources and materials and a 
de~~H~ to become more educated about co..~ching. Other subjects explained that the 
accreditation process had resulted in various a changes in their coaching ranging from 
the addition of new drills and skills to a complete modification of the coaches attitude. 
h was also ... uggested that compulsory accreditation may place some coaches under too 
much pressure, and with their other commitments may force a coach to withdraw. It 
\Vas explained that some coaches refuse to become accredited and are therefore forced 
to discontinue their involvement. 
When addressing the research question related to the influence of the coach's 
own child's involvement two areas were dealt with. Firstly the influence on the 
subjects from coaching their own child(ren), and secondly, the impact upon the 
subjects' coaching due to their own child's involvement under the direction of another 
coach. For those coaches that had coached their own child, this usually impacted on the 
father I son relationship, however not always positively. In fact, it was suggested that 
not coaching one's own child was beneficial for the coach. Secondly, the majority of 
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subjects explained the importance of watching other coaches to gather ideas. However 
few suggested that their son's opinions vf their coaches, or the methods employed by 
those coaches, impacted on the subjects' approach to coaching. 
The final subsidiary question related to couch withdrawal from youth football to 
pursue coaching careers at higher grades of football. The minority of coaches 
explained that they intended to drop out of youth football in an attempt to progress to 
the more elite levels of coaching. A number of subjects did explain the possibility 
youth football as a stepping stone to more elite levels such as Westar Rules coils, 
however, factors such as league playing experience, the accreditation process, and 
experience coaching senior Amateur football, and involvement in Westar development 
squads all play imponant roles in this pathway. 
Therefore, through the opinions and experiences of the subjects interviewed in 
this research, principal factors have been identified as contributors to coach 
continuation and withdrawal. A coach may be motivated to continue if he receives 
support from his wife and family. The continuing coach will most oflen seek intrinsic 
rewards in his role such as the enjoyment of working with children and helping his 
players develop, both on and off the field. Compulsory accreditation may serve us a 
means of maintaining a coach's interest and hence prolong continuali0n. By not 
coaching his own child a coach is more likely to continue. By doing this, he will avoid 
a number of related withdrawal factors such as pressure from other children's parents 
<.md drop out due to own child's discontinuation. 
However, a youth football coach's decision to withdraw his involvement may be 
motivated by pressure from his family to spend more time with them. A lack of parent 
and player support and commitment frequently eventuates in coach withdrawal. Other 
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pressures and stresses, such as coach burnout, are factors at the youth level and if not 
controlled, drop out can occur. A change in work commitments often results in an 
inability for the youth coach to invest the necessary time and effort into his coaching 
and withdrawal ensues. A lack of time to complete the requirements of a compulsory 
Level 1 accreditation course may see a youth coach being forced to withdraw. Coaches 
unwilling to attend such courses for a number of reasons, including an egocentric 
outlook on their coaching, are not permitted to continue coaching at the youth level. 
Withdrawal will often occur when a coach's son ceases his involvement as a player at 
the youth level. 
A discussion of the results displayed in this chapter will form the basis of the 
next chapter. The subsidiary questions will be addressed in greater detail and then 
related to the available literature in order to elaborate upon the answer to the major 
research question of what are the principle factors influencing coaches' motivation to 
continue or withdraw from their involvement in Australian Rules Football at the youth 
level'! 
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CHAPTERS 
Discussion 
Introduction 
The major focus of this research was to investigate the factors influencing coaches' 
motivation to continue or withdraw their involvement in Australian Rules Football at 
the youth level. A number of subsidiary questions served to provide the necessary 
details. Questions were: (a) what are the similarities and differences between coaches 
who continue and coaches who withdraw? (b) what factors influence the coach's 
decision to become involved in youth football? (c) What factors would encourage the 
coaches to continue their involvement? (d) what are the most common reasons given by 
coaches for discontinuing their involvement? (e) are coaches withdrawing from youth 
football in order to pursue a career at the more elite level such as Westar Rules Colts? 
(f) what is the influence of their own children's involvement? and (g) what is the 
influence of compulsory Levell coach accreditation? 
The subsidiary questions form the basis of this chapter and will be discussed in 
light of the results from Chapter 4 and integrated with the available literature to answer 
the major research question. 
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Comparing Similarities and Differences Between 
Current and Fonner Youth Football Coaches 
In addressing the similarities and differences between coaches who continue and 
coaches who withdraw, demographic characteristics and playing experience of the 
subjects in each category resembled each other. The extent of involvement and support 
for the coach by his family did, however, differ. 
Demographic Characteristics 
Recent research conducted by the Australian Coaching Council found that over 60% of 
coaches are aged 40 years and more and over 64% of coaches are in full-time 
employment in non sport occupations and professions. (NCAS Research, 1998). 
Comparative demographic characteristics of the average current and former coaches in 
the present study resembled these the figures. In addition, there were only minor 
variations in almost all aspects, between the two categories of participating subjects. 
A difference between the two categories of subjects was their mean ages, with 
the former coaches being an average of 4.9 years older than their current counterparts. 
Another disparity between the two categories of subjects was the average age of their 
children. As would be expected, the older former coaches had children that were on 
average 3.4 years older than the offspring of the current coaches. From Table I in 
Chapter 4, the average current coach involved in the present study was in his late 30s 
(M = 39.8 yrs), was married (87.5%), had 2.6 children that were an average 12.2 years 
old, and were involved in long term (14.6 yrs), full time employment (87.5%). 
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Similarly, the same percentage of former coaches were married with an equal average 
number of children as the current coaches. The average former coach, however, was in 
his early 40s (44.7yrs), and his children were an average of 15.6 years of age. All 
former coaches were involved in long tenn (16.8 yrs) full time employment . 
A comparative study conducted on 159 current and 97 former North American 
youth coaches by Weiss and Sisley (1988) determined that the average current and 
former coaches in their study were also similar to each other in many demographic 
respects including mean age and marital status. Weiss and Sisley's (1988) av-:-.rage 
current coach was in his mid 30s (M :::: 32.5) and was married (70.2%). Similarly the 
former coaches in this study were in their mid 30s (M == 35.9) and also married (76.6%). 
Whilst the subjects in the present study had a mean age older than those from 
Weiss and Sisley's (1988) study, one aspect similar in both studies, was that the average 
former coaches were older than the current coaches. This information indicates that 
coaches tend to withdraw their involvement when they get older. An influencing factor 
in this decision may be the coach's own child's participation in the game. While it was 
demonstrated in Chapter 4 that interest and involvement in football shown by the 
coach's son was the fourth highest ranked reason for initiating coach involvement, it 
was also shown that the coach's own child discontinuing in the program was the fourth 
highest ranked suggested reason for coach withdrawal. It seems a link exists between 
the age of the coach and the age of his own children. If so, the older former coaches' 
children, at the time of coach withdrawal (a point within the last two years), were within 
an age bracket of 12 to14 years as specified by Dal Santo (1993) as being a period of 
high attrition from sport for youngsters. Therefore, when the coach reaches an age 
where his child is within this period of high attrition and hence withdraws from the 
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game, then the coaches are more likely to withdraw coaching involvement. 
Former coach, Fritz, raised another point that warrants discussion in relation to 
the age of the subjects and their children. He suggested that as children age, the less 
appealing they are to coach. 
There is probably four different types of junior coach. There is the toddlers and 
then there is the nine/ten year aids then the young teenagers and then the 15/16 
year aids. I think that it is like primary school teaching. I think you'll find that 
a lot of teachers like teaching the younger kids whereas once you start getting up 
to the grade sixes and sevens the lack of discipline in the kids themselves can 
take its toll on people. I know my wife is a school teacher and it can be quite 
draining when you put in the effort and the kids around you aren't responding 
and all they want to do is muck around. But I feel that coaching 10 I 12 year 
aids is a lot easier than coaching the under 14s/16s. They need a lot more 
discipline in them and there is not much of that around any more. (Fritz) 
Considering Frtiz's view, in light of the fact that se.ven of the eight former 
coaches in this study coached their own child in the program at some poir.t, and the 
former coaches on average had children older than their current counterparts, being 
older, having older children and coaching an older age group could be a cause for 
coaches withdrawing. 
Weiss and Sisley's (1988) comparison of current and former coaches also dealt 
with the qualifications of the average coach in their study. They found that the majority 
of both current and former coache~~ did not pos.•ess a physical education or recreation 
degree, and that approximately halt uf subjects from both categories had attended a. 
coaching clinic. In terms of possessing university qualifications relevant to coaching, 
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similar results were observed in the present study, with only former coach Frank and 
current coach Colin employed as physical education teachers. All subjects in the 
present study, however, had completed at least a Level 1 coaching accreditation course. 
This figure was due mainly to the compulsory nature of Level I accreditation in youth 
football as insisted by Regional Junior Football Board and Junior Football Clubs' 
policies. 
Comparing Playing Experiences 
When comparing current and former coaches in terms of their playing experiences, 
again, there was little variation between the two categories. All of the subjects had at 
least participated in junior football and the majority (n = 14) had gone on to play senior 
football in some capacity. Senior involvement for the current coaches included time in 
the Amateur, Sunday, Country and Veteran's Leagues, while former coach experience 
included these four competitions plus Westar Rules and VFL careers. Once again 
results pertaining to the playing experiences of subjects' in Weiss and Sisley's (1988) 
study bore similarities to those in the present study. For instance, Weiss and Sisley' 
( 1988) average current and former coach had formerly competed in sports at the youth 
level and had or were competing at the adult recreational level. 
The fact that all the subjects in this study had played Australian Rules Football 
lends support to the suggestion that the influence of personal participation in the game 
was the most common rea~on for initiating coaching involvement in youth football (See 
Table 2, Ch. 4). 
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The Importance of Family Support and Involvement 
The majority of current and former coaches involved in this study were married, with 
Fraser and Charles each being divorced. The extent to which the married coaches' 
wives actually helped out in the youth football program varied, however, between the 
two categories. The majority of the current coaches' wives were involved at the club in 
roles such as team manager, club registrar, helping the canteen and being keen 
spectators. The former coaches' spouses involvement in a hands-on roles, however, 
was more limited with only half of these women helping out as team m;.magers or in 
similar administrative roles. 
This difference is an important factor when considering reasons for coach 
withdrawal. In his book, "The Coach", Sabock (1985) explained thm the impact of 
coaching on the family is an area that demands a great deal of understanding, however it 
is often overlooked by many prospective coaches. Sabock adds that it makes little 
difference whether the married coach wants his spouse to be involved in the coaching or 
not, as there is no way to avoid it completely. The extent to which the coach's wife and 
family accommodate the requirements his role and support the coach may determine the 
longevity of involvement. 
In a study conducted by Hasbrook, Hart, Mathes and True (1990) when 
comparing male and female interscholastic athletics coaches, it was found that male 
rather than female coaches more often experienced time constraint<; due to family 
responsibilities. Family pressure or lack of family support was ranked in the top ten 
reasons for cm~ch withdrawal as seen in Table 5, Chapter 4, it was actually stated by 
Fraser as being the major factor in his decision to quit coaching. When asked why he 
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had stopped coaching, Fraser responded: 
Basically because of family reasons. I used to get nagged about being at football 
and not being at home enough. (Fraser) 
A greater family support network was linked with the current coaches in the 
present study and these coaches emphasised the importance of this support in terms of 
the pressure it relieved from them, especially in terms of making phone calls and 
following up with players and in terms of maintaining family unity as described in 
Chapter 4 by Coby (p. 46). 
Yes, very heavily, she's always been there doing all the important things that I 
don't get time to do, running around chasing up kids, making phone call, 
canteens and what have you. (Cliff) 
When describing current coaches, Sabock ( 1985) explained that it was apparent 
that most of the wives were willing to adjust themselves and their families to the unique 
demands inherent in the responsibilities their husbands faced. In the present study, a 
higher proportion of former, rather than current coaches, lacked such support. 
Therefote, it is more likely that a coach will continue his involvement if his wife and 
family off.:r support throughout the football season. 
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Reasons for Initiating Coaching Involvement in Youth Football 
This section deals with the subsidiary research question relating to the factors 
influencing the coach's decision to become involved in youth football. 
As research indicates (Martens & Gould, 1979; Martens, 1987; Paull eta\, 
1995), individuals have general orientaticns for being involved in coaching. Coaching 
orientations are the motives or reasons why a coach coaches and what they perceive as 
important in their coaching. The literature suggests that the most common reason for 
coaching is intrinsic motivation, however some coaches may be involved for extrinsic 
motivations. In addition, three different orientations to coaching have been identified 
that are based on the types of rewards a coach may seek. These coaches are either: (a) 
self-oriented; (b) affiliation-oriented; or (c) task-oriented. 
The most commonly suggested reason in this study for a coach initiating his 
involvement in youth football was due to the influence of personal participation in the 
game. A number coaches wanted to repay the game for the benefits they received 
whilst playing as noted by Charles in Chapter 4, or had a desire to prevent their own 
playing misfortunes recurring in the youths they coached as Fraser has explained, also 
in Chapter 4. These coaches could respectively be described as self-orientated and 
task-oriented. Charles' comments are supported by Francis who explained the 
influence that playing football had on his decision to take up coaching: 
I just felt it was a way that I could give something back and having played for 
that length of time and the knowledge that I'd got out of th~ game and the fun I 
had playing the game. I just thought it was a good thing for me to do, to give 
something back to the game. (Francis) 
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Charles and Francis' ambitions to repay the game fits with the description of 
intrinsic motivation provided by Paull et a! (1995). These authors explained that 
intrinsic motivation referred to a sense of fulfilment and pleasure that was derived from 
involvement in coaching. For Charles and r. "_ncis, there was no greater reward for 
their coaching than simply being involved. 
Chris expressed reasons for initiating involvement in coaching that were very 
similar to Fraser's comments: 
My failures as a player, was the reason I wanted to coach, because of what I did 
wrong as a player, how I was coached as a player and the chances that I had that 
I never took up. That is what I want to impart to the guys that I coach now. 
You have to give it your best and you only get one chance and in my case I blew 
my one chance. 
(Chris) 
Comments from Chris and Fraser corresponded to Martens and Gould's (1979) 
profile of a task-oriented coach in terms of him striving to be effective in teaching the 
skills of the sport, to be knowledgeable in all aspects and to focus on his athletes 
playing well and overcoming any barriers inhibiting success. This was further 
supported by the fact that Fraser also had a great ambition to go on to achieve Level 3 
coach accreditation. While Fraser is presently not coaching, and hence classified as " 
former coach ... 
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... my commitment [is] to football and [I] will come back lO coaching and at 
this stage I have got my name down to be a level 3 accredited coach, hopefully 
that is going to happen within the next 12 months. (Fraser) 
Research has indicated that general motives for coach involvement are more 
often intrinsic than extrinsic (Robertson, 1985; Leyden, 1994; Goddard & Pavy, 1995). 
On the whole this was reflected in the findings of the present study where the majority 
of subjects cited intrinsic motivations for coaching. Maybe this is due to the nature of 
youth football being a volunteer sport where extrinsic rewards such as monetary 
remuneration is minimal, if not non-existent for the majority of coaches. The topic of 
remuneration will be dealt with in the next section. 
Factors That Encourage Coaches to Continue at the Youth Level 
Following the discussion as to why coaches initially become involved in coaching, it 
would be prudent to investigate the reasons associated with continuing coaching at the 
youth level. This section responds to the subsidiary research question relating to factors 
that would encourage a coach to continue his involvement in youth football. When 
addressing this topic, coaches' opinions on the issues of importance in youth football 
and their relevance to coach continuation will be discussed. Findings presented in 
Chapter 4 suggest that remuneration may play a relevant role in attracting and 
maintaining coach involvement and hence will also be included under this section. 
Previous research has indicuted that the enjoyment of coaching, making a 
contribution to the sport, a love of the sport, a liking for coaching, wanting to do 
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something about the standards, and for personal development were all important factors 
pertaining to reasons for coach involvement {Robertson, 1985; Leyden, 1994; Goddard 
& Pavy, 1995). Results in Chapter 4 :mpport these findings. Subjects identified helping 
players de~·elop. l/11 ongoing interest and passion for the game, and the enjo_vment and 
happy memorie.1· gained Ji'om coaching among the top four possible reasons for 
continuation of coaching at the youth level. This lends further support to the notion that 
the majority of coaches arc intrinsically, ruther than extrinsically motivated. 
Important issues in Youth Football 
In their research, Martens and Gould ( 1979) defined three outcomes that coaches would 
likely seek or term as important to them during their involvement. These were: (a) 
winning, (b) having fun, and (c) socialisation, an encompassing term used to include 
any reference to the physical, psychological, and social development of the participants 
being coached. The same research also indicated that the majority of coaches placed 
more emphasis on having fun than winning, and the socialisation outcomes were most 
important of all. 
While helping players develop was the highest ranked reason for continuing 
coaching in the present study (see Table 6), it was also considered by the subjects in 
this study to be the most important aspect at youth level. The importance of player 
development was emphasised in contrast to winning as suggested by Coby (see Chapter 
4), when he discussed the idea of development as a tool of coaching bti~~ an effective 
means of maintaining long 1erm player interest. Ferdinand added that it is tmportant for 
coaches at the youth level to consider the intrinsic benefits of coaching, such as the 
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enjoyment factor and player development as priorities. and if the coach is ex!rinsically 
mo!ivatcd. self-orienred. as described by ~1ancn~ and Gould 1 1979). and perceives 
winning as important. they will not he involved long. Fnr instance. Ferdiand explamed: 
• 
That j., .. omethmg ,·,-..: h:nded to rmJ I' that ;( a L"~l<!Ch j-. rurL'l~ llllt'nt nn 
winnmg he gener;tll~ Ju~.: ... n't ::''' h'H.l f;u. ht· gennall~ tenlh tn 'tmg:.:k \\.hcrca .. 
a ~0<h.·h ;h;.tt 1 .. ~..-~,nfJJt·nt 1111 thL· -.1-111-. -..Jtk t::nJ-. to get the pl;t~er' rLl carry 
thwugh. 
1 Ferdmand1 
Finding ... fwm ~1anc:n-. .;nd Gt,uld 1 1979! .. uppt.'fl mfnrnMHnn rc\c.:;ded m tlw 
attnhute-.: 
Yes. once agam 11·, a 'Cf) gn,,d .. ,x·Jat -.JJt· h' ;-t,othalllthmk. an~ 'P..'fl realh. 
hccau'c ll h·er' ~ .. J, tlll tht· .. trcct-- ;uHJ I :hmk 1f ~~'u ..:om ~1\C the-m 
invuh·c111t•n1 m 01 rluh. 1( .. nnl~ t-.cllt·r fnr the ku.J lum-.dl ~~~ f" lurtht•r 0111d fmd 
~mncwhc-rc h<.~pp~ ;md L.:~.·cr ~:nmf. 
tFr .. :dl 
Youth foothall '' nh\·mu-.ly more: th;m JU~t a -.port for many nf 11" partKlpant .... 
It provide., a .. tx:-1al oullct for a numhcr of the ) oung ... tcr-. mvolwd a.-. the .. uh_lct·b m th1.., 
study have cxplainc:d. Thc: youth t·oach mu.,t therefore he aware of this ;.md modify hi.. 
R7 
•• 
approach to coaching to incorporate social as well as athletic components and hence 
accommodate all tlf his players. This may also serve as a means of addressing waning 
participation numbers. which was seen in T<!ble 7 (Ch. 4) as a major contributor to 
coach withdrawal.· 
The Rde\"<!Occ of Remuncrc:.t~nn for Coachc.., at the Youth Level 
Jack of remuncrathln J1J not lcatun: m the: top 10 n:a!-on.., for coach Withdra\\al m tht• 
pn:,cnt .. wJ~. 11 \\ ..t' mentioned hy 25<:( of the ... uhject... a .. a mean.., for po ... -.1hl~ 
attr.Ktln!= and m..tml<Hnmg ~<,ache ... partKularly m the older age: group-.. 
Cohn t''-pl;uncJ that fnr -.nmc duh .. there i .. a need to allract quahty L·nachc ... to 
pcr ... uadmg ;, ~n.:.:t.tc-r numhc-r and \";tflcty nf coach.::. to apply for the -..:mor pn ... ilJOn ... 
hence nc~1tmg a .,,·,tcm whcrchy the he ... t coach can he cho ... cn from a group of 
candidate ... 
Another factor related to c.oache.., at the 16 and 17 year old age group.., wa.., 
highlighted hy Fra-.cr in Chapter -l in tcnn... of rccupcratmg the per ... ~mal ~.:o ... t... mcurrcd. 
particularly when coaching the..,c youth..,. A.., Ferdinand and Cra1g added: 
There could he .. orne ... ort nf gratuitDu.., payment just for the time they plll in for 
petrol or ..,nmething like that. (Ferdinand) 
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Then again, in 16s and l?s maybe a cou~le of honorariums wouldn't go astray. 
It takes a fair bit of running around and organizing and that for the coach ... the 
travelling and the arranging of training and running a few guys around and all 
that sort of st.Jff. phone- calls and stuff. 17 year olds g1'l a little hit irresponsible 
• • • 
and you ha\'c to ring them and injuril:~. To fini.J out who':-. playing and who's 
not. organi.te your team a little hit more ... 5200.00 per year or son1cthing like 
that to !.:llVCr Jm. phunc ~alb and nmning around. wcur ;;md tear on hb \'ehiclc ... 
tCraigl 
Ahhough <I nunnrity of l·a~c~. the:-.c four coaches have considered the relevance 
of the extrinsic mouv~tor of n:muncration a:-. a fac10r related to cmu .. ·h conlinuation. 
This j, an an:a th~t pt>rh~p~ w~rr~nb funhcr in\'c .. tigatum in order to determine the 
nc('c .... lly of rcmuner~t1on ~ml wh~t fonn it 'hould take at the youth lc\'el. 
Factor-. Contrihutms to Withdrawal from Coac~·:ng Youth Foothall 
The m01jority nf .. uh_1c:r.:t-. 1 n = 141 held I he opmion that a r.:omhinat1on of prc .... urc from 
parcnl'- and/or a l~d;. tlf parent ... uppnrt wa-. the llHh! ..:ommtlll rea,tm wh:- ;1 r.:n:tch may 
('hmN.: to JJ,l'tlntmue h1' lflHllvcmcnt :n ynuth fonth:tll. In adJitJtm. mer half of the 
'-·nachc' 'ug~e ... tctl a bck of player comnutmcnt and partJcip;llion numhcrs. other 
conuniunent:o.. mduding work. time <.md tra\'cl, and own r.:hild's discontinuation were all 
\'cry .. trong inllucnccs in a r.:oach':-. decision to withdraw his in\'ol\'em.:nt. 
Wei 'is and Si-.Jcy ( 1988) cited three major rcasons for coaches dropping out. 
These were: (a) time involvement; (bJ conflicts with job; and (c) child no longer 
panicipating in the program. These authors went on to explain that whi!c the majority 
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of coaches attributed withdrawal to the!ie reasons, they are factors that the program 
administration could do little to influence. In other words, it is doubtful that attrition of 
coaches due to these reasons could be reversed. 
• • 
Indeed. there is a possibility that other commitments and OII'IJ child's 
disconrinuatiml arc factors affecting withdrawal that can not be eliminated. however, 
factors such as pan•nral pn•.uure and Jack ofparriciptllion numbers are areas that youth 
football as a whole can intcr\'cnc in. For instunt:c as Table 7 in Chapter -1. displayed. a 
gn•ata !'11/fllltl.\H on p.,ychoi(Jgy . inducting how to deal with parent~. wa~ the third 
hil!hest ranked ... UI!I!t.:~.ttnn hv the sub1eets for :.u.:creditation course modification. Thi~ 
- -- . . 
mean ... there j.., a de ... Jre amongst youth football for way ... to handk parent.., a.., indic;tled 
prcviou ... Jy in comments from Fred in Chapter -1 and Frank below: 
lA Jack of parent ... upport) certainly could he a factor. e ... pccially if you arc left 
on your own doing all the work. The coach i~ left to shoulder a large amount of 
the re ... ponsihility. If you ;1rc Jch on yuur own tO do that. that can he tough. And 
I'm sure the coach would ket ;1 hit i~olated and would feel he wa.., hahy ... ittint! 
to a large extenL !Frankl 
Parents may indirectly place further pressure on the coach by pre~ ... uring their 
own children. As Kidman and Hanrahan t 1997) explained. potrental ambition 
sometimes exceeds that of the child. to a point where children partiCipate m a particular 
sport as a duty rather than a pleasure. This type of pan:nt will often percci\·c winning 
as all important and will insist that this is achieved often by trying to tell the coach how 
to do his job. 
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Martin and Lumsden ( 1987) highlighted the fact that a coach can save himself 
from a number of related problems if he respects the rights of the parents of the athletes 
to be involved in their child's sport. These authors go further to add that a coach should 
provide parents with a clear understanding of the program and ensure that parents 
understand the coach's cxpectalions for their involvement. In addition. p:m:nts and 
coaches should have a clear line of communication. and parents should receive positive 
feedback when they do help the coach. 
Martens t1990l concurred. explaining that developing good working 
rclatiCJnships with his athlete's parents is just as importanl for the coach as the 
rclation .... hip with the athletes themselves. By keeping parents infonned and lbtcning to 
their concerns. the coach can improve the parent /coach relationship and hence help to 
alleviate pre~sure on himself. 
Ab.,entceism of players and a lack of pl:.lyer commitment wa~ :.mother area that 
could be modified to reduce its severity as a factor for coach withdrawal. A number of 
the subjects suggested that by altering training. methods and the way in which he 
approache.' hi., player~. the coach can have an inllucnce on participation numbers and 
hence reduce the ri .. k of the te<un di~h•mdmg: and the los .. of the coaching po .. ition. 
Some of the .. uhject.., · ~ugg:cstion follow: 
I say to them "if you don't turn up to training what do you think is a fair 
outcome'?" I'll give them a few options and they choose the rules . 1 type out 
the rules ant.! give them out to the kids. Ir they know the rules at the start then 
they know they have to :-.tick to them or pay the price. (Coby) 
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I think by the way he acts and the way he talks and I think he has to do it 
straight away. If there is a couple of kids in there that he can see are going to 
give him a hard time yeah you jump on it straight away. You lay the ground 
rule down straight away. If the club has selected you to do the job then you 
have to set the ground rules for the kids. I think that's the main thing. You've 
got to stamp your own method and your own expectations to them straight 
away. As early as you can. !Floyd) 
Come up wnh a few ideas thut rcully attract the players to come down and be 
involved with him. Different coaches come up with different ways of doing 
things. Easier nights now and again to just break the ICC to take them out 
somewhere dsc. (Ferdinand) 
The fifth most commonly suggested possible influence on a coaches' decision to 
continue or withdraw from youth football was becoming jaded or bumt om. Vealcy, 
Udry. Zimmerman and Soliday (1992) suggested that burnout refers to a state of 
emotional exhaustion caused by excessive psychological and emotional demands made 
on people working with other people. It occurs when the demands of the acti\'ity 
exceed individuals' abilities to cope, and they become O\'er\.\'hclmcd by the stress of the 
acti\'ity. 
As Colin commented. "the burnt out feeling of being weighed under" was 
cenainly a large factor for coaches at the youth le\'el. Francis agreed, adding: 
I felt that after the 3 years I'd had enough ... it was like you had to get yourself 
up every week as well, even though you aren't playing. but you arc still very 
heavily involved in the game. To a certain extent. it was probably a bit of 
burnout there. 
(Francis) 
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A number of the other subjects suggested that coach burnout at the youth level 
• • .. 0 • •• • • . .. ... 
was contributed to by other factors such as other work commitments, pressure and lacK 
of support from parents and the importance to some coaches of winning. As Fritz 
explained: 
When you're coaching a side. whether it he a the junior or senior level really it's 
on your mind all the time and I suppose that can he a hit of a drain. Especially 
at work you're trying to do your work and you get thc:sc football !lushes coming 
to you quite a few times in the day. I would unaginc that people would give it 
away just to have: a rest from that. .. Yeah there's~~ whole lot of thing.., that go 
with coaching that l:an he quite stressful at times. (Fritz! 
Chris. currently a :-.tudem without the added pn::-.surcs of work commitmcms. 
cxplain;:d that to a cc:nain c:xJcnt he: had suffc:rc:d from burn out and feels that the rclatc:d 
stresse:-; of coaching arc 1.·ontributed to by parcnb. 
Oh yes. I'm pretty fragile now. In this district. we have what they call the 
twilight competition so we have been training since the 17 Febraary :-.o it':-. a 
long time for junior footy .. _ I would imagine if you had a job when you lini:-.hed 
at -t.OO or 4.30 and ntsh straight down the oval and trying to think of what you 
have to do. It would have a lot of stress. especially where it seem:-. a lot of 
parents just drop their kids down and race off. (Chris) 
When Charles was asked, if in his opinion, coach burnout was a factor at the 
youth level, lae responded: 
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Oh hell, yeah. Oh, there's no doubt and especially again because a lot of other 
people are driven by performance and if you're driven by performance and it 
doesn't come your way you're going to he totally wrecked and that would be the 
reason why you'd throw it in. (Charles) 
Weinberg and Gould ( 1995) suggested that coaches arc prime candidates for 
burnout a..;. they arc subject to constant pressures. and the results from the present study 
suppon these authors' suggestion. 
Coach Wnhd.rawal From Youth Football Due to a Tran..,Hion to a Ht"her Grade of 
Coaching 
It was shown in Table 7 1Ch. -ll that \:hoosing to coach :11 a high..:T le\'d wa. ... among.,t 
the top 10 reasons for coach withdrawal from youth fmlthall. In fact. Cohy wa ... 
considering reducmg or diminating his wmmumty lcvd youth font hall inmh·cmcnt the 
coaches. youth football j.., JU"t the bcgmnmg {lf the1r nJaching careers. 
Some of them really Jo enJoy 11. and they get ._.llO.,Ider:•hlc sat~sfacuon out of 11. 
'ome of thr:m .,ee a p:.llhway ;mJ would llkl.' to mme up through thl.' coaching 
r<.~nk.'> and take on ... emor. It doc ... hccome a tlla1or ki.,ure mtert'sl for a small 
proponHm of pc(1pk any\\ a~. They enJoy 11. they have hc.:n "llccessful and the 
chalh:nges art." therl.". The coaclung accn:ditat1on system. they arc motivatt."d to 
go on 10 lc\·d two. :\ numht:r of rh.:m do thai. I haven't come across too many 
of them. hut I haw st."en a numh~.:r of them go on to do their lev!.! I two ami think 
seriously ahout fun her ..:-oaching with ~cniors. (frank) 
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On the whole. results indicated that a more optimistic view of the existence of a 
pathway to the Westar Level was he:~.rd from the current coaches as opposed to the 
former coaches in this study. A common theme amongst the former coaches was that to 
coa~.:h at WcstJr Lcvd. even colts. one must have previously played elite Lcagut: level 
football. Current t:oachcs suggested coaching a Wcstar Development squad was the 
bciginr.ing: of the pathway. while the majority of subjects hclie\'cd that progressing 
thwugh the <H.:crcditatiun pron:.,, wa, ;1 \"ita! component in the formation of a pathway. 
Thl· f;~<.:t th;1t thc (urmer co;n:hc' are no lnngcr mvoln:J 111 youth football 
pn .... 1hly mJh:.ttt:' .1 J;1ck of lll\Jght and ;unhltJnn un thc1r behalf to ~.:ontinuc with 
~.:oa..:hm~ ; ..and mm·c up through the fr.tdc ... Tht:rdorc.lf a coadting carct'r pathway was 
more ..:!carl~ -.o:pulatcd hy loothall official .... pcrhap .. a larger pcrct'ntagc of coachc!-. 
would ~ crh.:nura!,':t'd to prolong iltc1r mvolvcment. 
The lnllut"n~..·e of Coaduno One·., Own Child 
m ()cteQtHnm" Co.u.:hm·· Contmu<Jtinn nr \Vithdrawal 
:\ po .. ,ihlc ..:onnccl!ml t't:l\\t'l"ll ~..·o.tchmg {\flt"·, I.)Wfl 'on and thl" age of the coach and his 
children hil-. rrc\ IIIU,J~ hcen r;u,cd HI ttu .. chapter. In tlu .. .,t'ction will expand tht' 
di!-.cu .... wn of the mlluem:c of the coach· .. own child".., mvolvcmcm in the program will 
be invc .. tigatcd. 
In il .. tudy conducted hy the Youth Sport .. Institute ( 1978) in an attempt to 
uncover the primary rc~I!'.Ons for waching ilttriti':Jn in youth sports. it was revealed that a 
discontinuation of the coach· s child was amongst the most important reasons cited. 
Weiss and Sisley's ( 19~8) study produced similar results with the same reason among 
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the top five factors influencing coach dropout. Similarly, the present study revealed that 
own child's discontimmtio" was ranked fourth in the top 10 reasons for coach 
withdrawal with over half of the subjects citing it as a reason. 
Yes. it's 01 lot to do with coaching their sons or members of the family. then 
once they finish they go ... the fir~t guy I asked for lOs. I said. "Will you he back 
next year to coach".)" and he -.;1iJ. '"If Scott phty,:· That's hi~ son. So he's only 
coming hack if his ~on play .... I tlunk that lJ()t:; uf why guys stay in bc:camt! of 
thc:ir own kid~. We wouldn't ha\"e a coach on:r there that'•. nut coaching his 
own son. not one out <lf 10 team~ .. lJ()fi ~o:<lnttnu~.-· with th~.· e<J;u.:htng hec;msc 
their .. on:-. arc innllvl'd or thetr fanuly arc innJlvcJ. the ,,ther lOCi for the love 
of the game ami the devclopml'nl nf the k1<.h. then: nut lll<HlY of th around. I'm 
the only one that wants to go on in our dub out uf 10. tf their kid:, aren't 
inmln!d.they don't want to he invoiHd. 
(Craiul e 
Frank. who had his own son in the side: he was coaching. when asked if his :-.on 
finishing wa.o; among the major rea..;ons for him cca~ing hi:-. youth football coaching. h:: 
responded affirmatively. Floyd suggested ho\\"C:\·er. that even though hl' was not 
coaching hi~ own son at the: time of coaching withdrawal. thl.' fact that his :-.on was no 
longer involved in youth football wa~ a main contributor to the dec1~ion to drop out. 
Yeah hut I wouldn't go back now. I ju~t Jon't think )"tlU feel comfortable in a 
situation where once your son's left the: club you don't feel part of it any more. 
All the other people arc there hccause they have a kid playing in the ~.ide. 
!Floyd! 
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Floyd's comment may also be linked to the social aspects of coaching discussed 
previously. Frank and Fred have explained the import:mce of promoting the social side 
- • -.. 
of youth football for the players. Floyd has suggested, however, that the cessation of 
the social network, created by his son's discontinued involvement with a club. 
influenced his decision to withdraw from coaching. 
This coach-related social aspect was identified by Marten~ and Gould ( 1979) 
when they explained that a r.:oach may be cifjilialioll-orienlt'd. The~c author~ described 
this type of coach a~ bc:mg com:c:rnc:d with forming fril·mhhip .... and fn,tering ~trong 
hi~ c:vidc:nt that ... ocialisation ha'> a role to play in a coach's dc:t.:i..,ion to contmuc: 
or withdraw from coaching. Fc:rdinand '>lilted that he began his involvement in t.:oadung 
because ··J enjoy th.;,> club. they're: great people". Floyd supported the notion that t.:oach 
withdrawal may result from a lack of social integration. partiwlarly if the coach's 
motivation is affiliation-uriented. 
The involvement of the coach'~ child was also dbcussed in terms of whether or 
not it impacted on each of the subjc:t.:ts' relationship with their child at home. Subject" 
response'> indi..:ated that m '>Omc: ..:ase .... a ... highlighted by Craig's comment ... in Chapter 
4. the ... porting m!Cractwn bc:twc:c:n f<.lther and child 1mpro\'ed the family bond. Chri~. 
however explamcd that coaching hi.., own '>On had a negative impaL't both on and off the 
field and as a result. he ceased coarhing his own ~on. It i~ therefore fea~iblc that in an 
extreme ca~e. coaching one's own child could create ~uch a ho~tile atmosphere. that 
withdrawal from coaching may be necessary to preserve family harmony. 
Charles highlighted a very pertinent point when he explained that not having a 
son to coach put him in an advantageous position. Not coaching a son enabled Charles 
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to avoid any negativity fmm parents and other players who may otherwise suggest th lt 
a coach is favouring his own child. 
-· .. .. Kidman and Hanrahan ( 1997) believe that the parents should not coach their 
own children for two important reasons. Firstly. as highlighted by Charlc~. coaches 
could be seen to favour their own children in managing behaviours. picking team:-.. and 
other important factors in sport. Secondly. similar to comment~ by Chri:-.. coache~ may 
think that other people: feel that they arc favounn~ the1r ch1ld and lltt:rcforc compen~ate 
for thi-. (tO the detriment of the ..:hiJdl pronJmg [1..·,._ 'upp1lrl for thLif duld than for 
other:-. in the team. 
It would he bcncfirial for a youth football coa<.:h. u·tslung to contmue iu:-. 
involvement tn the gamc. to not coach hi:-. own child. While it 1:-. po:-.:-.thlc the pan~nt 
coaching his child may improvc the father I son rclation:-.hip. in many ca.'e' too man~ 
negatives arise. resulting in cithcr the son or the father di:-...:ontinmng. 
The lntlucnce of Cnmpub.nrv Level I Coach r\ccredttallnn 
As explained prcviou:-.ly. compubory Le·vcl I accreditation ha:-. hcen impo:-.ed on all 
coaches at the youth lc\·e] and as a result there arc varying opinion:-. a.' to the effect thi-. 
may have on thc populations of youth football coache~. Within thi:-. :-.ection. sub-
sections will attend lO the idea that compulsory accreditation may inlluenr.::e u coach to 
continue or withdraw from coaching. In addition. subjects· ~uggestions for course 
modification as a means of improving coach involvement will he discussed. 
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Compulsory Accreditation as a Factor Contributing to Continuation in Coaching 
As displayed in Table I (Ch. 2). McArthur-Allen ( 1995) explained th<lt a~ at ~·fay 199-l., 
Australian Rule:-. Football leads all other sports with the grc.!atcst number of accredited 
coachc..;;. Thcrdon:. 11 1-. nut :-.urprising that all suhjccb im·oh·cd in the pn:,l.!nl -.tudy 
had at least achicwJ. Lc\d I a~,.\;n:J.ItalHlJL 
lO thc:m cnntmumg tht:Jr 1m oh cmcnt 
mandatory that the coach have a thorough knowlcdgt: of all phase-. or the 'POrt tu he" 
able to organis-; and super:isc the whole program properly and efficiently. A. .. :\lartcn .. 
( J9Q0) added. good intentions art: not enough to he a succc .... sful coach. The successful 
coach needs all the knowledge he can geL In the present study. both the current and 
former coaches suggested that accreditation resulted in a greater all round knO\\o'ledge of 
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coaching and the game of football and was potentially very beneficial for providing 
incentive for t.:oachcs to continue their involvement. These findings further support 
Parkin·~ { 19()0) sugge~tion~ of the hcnefits of accreditation. 
Due to the fa...:t that accreditation featured in the top lO possible reasons for 
coach Withdrawal. the ~uhjects were asked to ~uggest any ways in which the 
accreditatnm pnx:e ... , 1hclf cou:J be modified to make it more appealing to all coaches. 
The l\\;.1 mn-.t ..:mnmon rC'>J'I.ln'C' wJ!c;.~ted a need to improve the accessibility of the 
h \\ ..... -.u:,:;:c ... tcJ h~ four~~~ the -.uhjccr.. that -.orne coaches can not attend the 
t.:tlUf~" thc \\ ..1~ the~ .trc ... tru.;turcJ nm\. Due to other commitments such as work, 
-.umc prt,...pc..:ti\c ..:~~..~. .. he-. .trc unabk to find time complete the requirements of an 
.a.:.::ri.'J!t.ttit>f: .:•1ur ... c ..tnJ .!X~' .• t-. a re ... uh bemg forced to drop out of coaching. If courses 
\\err: r:l~Jc rlh•rl.' .t..:..:.:-. ... ,hn: h~ runnmg them all year round. creating regional AFCA 
J,, ,,,, · ..... .:r.:.J~:n;: .t !llHhdc accrc:ditauon sysh!m or running them on Sundays or 
c-..cn:n~ .... :::•1rc ..:.,a..:hc ... \\ill ha\e the chance to attend and hence continue in coaching 
h•ur ,,f :he -.uh[t.:t:b aJ,o md~t:atc-d that an intermediary stage between Level 
and Lt:\d 2 .. h.>uld tx- t:r:.:atcJ. The ;um of 1h1s is to accommodate those who have a 
playmg ha..:k ::rnunJ .tnJ :la\e a knowledge of rules and skills of football, but are just 
look1ng lor a n:frc-.hc-r type cour .. e to 1mprove their ability to coach. It was suggested 
by the '>UhJet:h th;.tt a numhcr of coache.-. dropped out of coaching when they were 
forced to becnme accredited. hecau-.e I hey perceive that, due to their experience both as 
a player and coJ.cb. the accreditation process would not be beneficial. These findings 
lend .. uppnrt to arl·a:-. of concern raised in the literature relating to compulsory 
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accreditation forcing "orne ~.-oache ... to Wlthd JW 1he1r mY.ll\cmcnt ~Lee ct al. 1989: 
Austin. 1992: ~kAnhur-Aikn. Jll95: ;mJ Jcn Duyn 19971. 
continue in the rok· nf wadlmf. 
experience far out weighed any hc-nclih that~o.'<'uiJ ~ ret.."CJ\"Cd from ancndm,g a cour._e. 
A" Sahock 1 I <JS51 cxplaml'"J. competm.:; m a particular "port only pro\' ide:-. the 
hasic knowledge upon which o1dditinnal kno\\ ledge gained through study and 
experience is built. Subject" in the pre .. cnt :-.tudy on the whole concurred with Sahock, 
describing that the youth football coach should always be looking to improve his 
abilities and that any coach not willing to hccomc accredited. probably should not be 
coaching youth football. 
Despite thc"e opinions. by enforcing compulsory accreditation. :-.orne 
prospccti\'c coaches with an egocentric outlook and who frown upon the need for 
formal qualifications. may be lost from the youth football scene. 
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Application of the Re .. ults to the Conceptual Framework 
Through thc cour.c: of thi., research various principle factors influencing coach 
continual inn . .md \\ ithdrawal ha\·e come to the fore. Results han: mdicatcd that a coach 
will ~encouraged to Ctlntinuc his career in youth football 1f the following conducive 
factor ... m nrdcr nf pre.,enta!Jon in thi .. chapter. ex1 .. 1. The contmuing coach should 
receJvc .. upport from h1' w1fe and f.:nnily ,,., th1., will reilcvc .. nme prc., .. ure from the 
coach and <1bo hc:lp maim am family hannony which is very important. 
He should sec:k intnnsic rewards in his role such as the cnjoymcm of working 
with children and helping his player:> develop. On field skill development should be a 
priority for the coach, as well as implementing a social clement into the team. Extrinsic 
rewards such as the accolades associated with winning. and financial incentive should 
not be a priority for the coc:.ch wishing to continue. Neither of these clements are 
guaranteed at the youth level and hence a coach relying on them is likely not to prosper. 
Another continuation factor is compulsory Level I coach accreditation. For the 
continuing coach, this should serve as a means of gaining access to further resources 
and materials and learning better coaching methods to help maintain the his interest and 
hence prolong continuation. 
The results suggest that not coaching one's own child a coach aids continuation. 
Family harmony can be disrupted and pressure on the coach from other children's 
parents can be increased by the coach having his son in the team. 
I. 
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Any one. or a combination of a number of principle fa~'ors may motivate a 
coach to withdraw his involvement. A coach may feel pressure from his family to 
spend more time with them. The role of coach demands a large portion of time, and if a 
coach has family responsibilities to which he must attend. the ~oaching may suffer to 
the point where drop out occurs. 
A lack of parent and player support and commitment are very important issues 
affecting withdrawal in youth football. Excess pressure from parents relating to the on 
field success and playing time of their child can accumulate and burden a coach who 
does not manage his role responsibly. A lack of numbers. altending training and to 
form a team on match days can result in the disbandment of a team, leaving the coach 
without a position. 
A change in work commitments often results in the youth coach unable to invest 
the necessary time and effort into his coaching and withdrawal en.o;ues. Similarly, the 
requirements of a compulsory Level I accreditation course may pose difficulty for a 
coach with other commitments. Without formal qualifications, withdrawal must ensue 
for the youth football coach. 
The coach who has a son in his team or a member of the same club may only 
maintain his involvement as coach while the son is playing. For some coaches, 
particularly those who are affiliation-oriented, the son provides an essential link to club 
and if this tie is broken, coach withdrawal eventuates. 
Prior to the commencement, of data collection for the present study, a basic 
conceptual framework, based on the research questions, was devised w depict the 
possible outcomes of a youth football coach's career from beginning to end (see Figure 
I, Ch. 1). This framework was adequate to structure the interviews from which the data 
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was collected. 
Since the data analysis, results have revealed that the concept presented in 
Figure I required only minimal modifications to compulsory Level I accreditation and 
the various coaching pressures and stresses. 
Firstly. due to the latest policy guidelines of the W ARJFB, no coach is able to 
continue in his role without possessing at least Level I accreditation. It is not possible 
for coaches to by·pass the accreditation process and continue their involvement without 
accreditation. It would be feasible. therefore to eliminate this 'by-passing :-.egmcnt' of 
the original conceptual framework. This would leave only two options for the youth 
football coach. Either they become accredited and continue to coach or be forced to 
withdraw due to a lack of formal qualifications. 
Secondly, the various coaching pressures and stresses outlined in Figure I were 
not stipulated. Results indicate, however, that the various pressures to which a youth 
football coach is subject include: (a) parental pressure; (b) club pressure; (c) participant 
pressure; (d) coach burnout; and (e) the coach's family pressure. 
Parental pressure was highlighted as the most influential reason for coach 
withdrawal in the present study. A lack of support for the coach by his own family, 
was also closely linked with his decision to withdraw from coaching. This indicated the 
importance of family support for the coach in order for him to continue. 
Resulting from the above modifications, the linearity of the framework has basically 
remained unchanged. The various coaching pressures and stresses, have however been 
stipulated and added. A revised conceptual framework is presented in Figure 2. 
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,/ 
Withdrawal From J/' 
Coaching 
I Plays Football 
Retires From Playing ! 
...-------
Re!!in~ Coaching 
r.-- Volumar:y 
'f' Higher 
Compulsory Le\'cl I Levels of 
Accredit!ltion ---+---!-.Accredit-
r.--
Own Child 
Discontinues 
ation 
Withdrawal From 
Coaching 
Pressure from parents. the club. 
Ji" the participant~ and the coach's 
Coach 
Discontinues 
Involvement at 
the Youth Level 
family, and coach burnout 
Coach 
Continues 
At the 
Youth 
lcl·el 
Weslar Rules 
Colts 
= cessation in coach in\'olvcmcnt due to the factor outlined in the box directly 
below (eg. Compulsory Le\·el I Accreditation). 
= Direction of coach invol\'ement. 
Figure- 2. Revised conccptuul framework of the factors influencing a coaches decision 
to continue or withdraw from youth football. 
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CHAPTER6 
Conclusions and Rcc0mmendations 
The purpose of this research was to explore, in-depth, the motives associated with 
coaches' decision to continue or withdraw their involvement in youth football in 
metropolitan Westcm Australia. 
Subjects interviewed for the study were eight current and eight former youth 
football coaches. Subjects' opinions and experiences were gathered through the 
interview process and formed the basis for the data in this study. The research was 
guided by a number of subsidiary questions: (a) what are the similarities and differences 
between coaches who continue and coaches who withdraw?; (b) what factors influence 
the coach's decision to become involved in youth football?; (c) what factors would 
encourage the coaches to continue their involvement?; (d) what are the most common 
reasons given by coaches for discontinuing their involvement'?; (e) what is the influence 
of their own children's involvement?; (I) What is the influence of compulsory Level I 
coach accreditation?; and (g) are coaches withdrawing from youth football in order to 
pursue a career at the more elite level such as Westar Rules Colts? 
Major Findings and Conclusions 
In order to answer the main research question, each of the subsidiary research questions 
listed above were addressed. These are summarised below. 
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In terms of the similarities and differences between current and former coaches, 
there was very little disparity between the two. Notable difference included the fact 
that on average former coaches, and their childr~n were older than current coaches and 
their children. This indicated a link between dropping out of coaching and the age of 
the coad1 and his children. In addition, former coaches averaged less involvement and 
support from their family, indicating the importance of good family support for 
maintaining coach involvement. 
The most commonly suggested reason for coacitC.'. initiating their involvement 
in coaching was the intlucnce of their own participation in the game. Coaches indicated 
that they either wanted to make amends for the mistakes they made as players or simply 
felt a need to repay the game for the benefits they received when playing. 
The most common opinion as to why a coach may stay involved in youth 
football was related to the subjects' opinion of the most important aspect in youth 
football. That is, player development. Coaches cited a desire to improve their players 
in all facets of the game was the main reason for staying in coaching. 
Parental pressure and a lack of parental support was cited by the majority of 
subjects as the reason why a coach will discontinue his involvement. The influence of 
the coach's own child withdrawing from playing also rated as a very common reason 
for coach withdrawal. 
Compulsory Level I accreditation seems to have its advantages and 
disadvantages in attracting coaches to continue or not. On the whole, for those coaches 
who advocate the accreditation process, compulsory Level I was beneficial in 
encouraging them to seek further education and knowledge abiJut foolb<all and 
accreditation and often resulted in them slaying involved longer. In contrast, there are 
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some coaches that frel accreditation is unnecessary and feel they should not have to do 
become accredited. If these coaches are adamant about not attending a course, they will 
be forced out of youth football coaching due to !he compulsory nature of Level I 
accreditation. 
The last subsidiary question related to the presence of a coaching future 
pathway from youth to the elite Westar Rules Colts football. and whether or not this is 
drawing coaches away from youth football. For the vust mujority of cases. this was not 
the case. A number of the subjects either had no desire to aspire to the higher grade or 
didn't believe in the existence of such a pathway. Those that were keen to move on 
suggested that League playing experience was not a necessity. however, making a name 
at youth level, the accreditation process, Westar developmental football squads. and 
coaching experience at the Amateur level were vital steps along this pathway. 
Therefore, in conclusion, results from this study have identified a number of 
principal factors that influence a coach's motivation to continue or withdraw. Youth 
football coach continuation will be assisted if the coach: (a) receives support from his 
wife and family~ (b) values intrim:,ic rewards over extrinsic incentives; (c) embraces 
compuhory accreditation and its related benefits; and (d) does not allow his own son's 
involvement as a player influence his own coaching. 
The youth football coach may be motivated to discontinue his involvement if: 
(a) he receives pressure from his famHy to spend more time with them; (b) he has lack 
of parent and player support and commitment; (c) he has a change in work 
commitments that do not allow the investment of the necessary time and effort required 
for coaching; (d) he has lack of time to or inclination to complete the requirements of a 
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compulsory Level I accreditation course; and (e) his son ceases his involvement as a 
player at the youtt: level. 
Recommendations 
Subjects interviewed in this study made a number of recommendations which they 
believed may assist youth football officials in implementing <md encoumging coaches to 
become formally qualified. These recommendations were addressed in Table 9, 
Chapter 4. Further recommendations for future research into the area of coach 
continuation and withdrawal will be basl!d on the outcomes of the present study . 
Limitations existed in the interpretation of the findings from the present study 
because of the small sample size. This study provided the opportunity for only a small 
percentage of youth football coaches to voice their opinions and suggestions, 
It is therefore recommended that further research be conducted on areas covered 
in this study with a larger population of current and former youth football coaches, 
potentially from the whole of Western Australia. 
Themes and findings from the present study, specifically 'top 10' items outlined 
in Chapter 4, should form the basis of a questionnaire that has a combination of closed 
questions that are answerable on a Likert scale (see Figure 3), and open ended questions 
that allow coaches to expand on their comments. The following is a preliminary draft 
outlining a segment of a proposed questionnaire for Phase 2, quantitative research. It is 
emphasised that this has not yet been discussed with the W AFDT. 
A five point Likert scale is proposed for all items excluding the demographics 
and playing experiences which will b~ otherwise addressed. 
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Please circle the number that best represents your feelings: 
Section I. 
= Strongly Agree 
2 = Agree 
3 = Neutral 
4 = Disagree 
5 = Strongly Disagree 
The mmH common n•asons coadu•s become inmh•ed in yomhfoothal/: 
Previous experience as a footballcr 
Son's team needed a coach 
Passion for ··rooty" 
··1 can do bclter than my son's 
current coach" 
Asked by dub 10 help out 
"I felt I had something to offer" 
"I was already involved with the 
club in another role" 
2 3 
3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
Figure 3. Preliminary draft segment of proposed Phuse 2 questionnaire. 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
With the aid of the WAFDT this survey could be conducted on an much broader 
population and hence enable the larger perspective to be accounted for. Complex 
statistical analysis couid be under taken givmg rise to a comprehensive set of data a~ to 
why coaches' decide to continue or withdraw their involvement in youth football. 
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APPENDIX A 
Schedule of Interviews 
Subject Date Duration 
(minutes) 
Frank 10/8 40.8 
Francis 11/8 34.5 
Chris 1118 41.4 
Fred 1118 28.5 
Craig 12/8 35.5 
Colin 12/8 45.1 
Cameron 18/8 36.5 
Cliff 18/8 42.3 
Charles 19/8 29.9 
Fruser 19/8 45.2 
Clive 20/8 27.1 
Floyd 23/8 33.5 
Fritz 23/8 33.5 
Ferdinand 24/8 31.5 
Fergus 24/8 31.4 
Co by 27/8 45.0 
Total 581.8 
Mean 36.4 
* SR -Subject's Residence 
SW -Subject's Workplace 
NV -Neutral Venue 
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Venue* 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SW 
SR 
SR 
NV 
SW 
SR 
SW 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
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APPENDIX B 
Introduction Letter and Informed Consent 
Dear <Subject>. 
James Milne 
 
 
 
As previously discussed with you. I am seeking your assistance in researching 
the "Factors inllucncing continuation and withdrawal from, coaching youth football in 
metropolitan Western Australia" as part of my Honours Degree in Sports Science at 
Edith Cowan University. The study is endorsed by the WAFDT. The major research 
quc'\tion for the propo:-.cd study is: " What arc the major factors influencing coaches' 
motivution to colllinut: or withdraw their involvement in Australian Rules Football at 
the youth ( 13-17 years l h:wl".l". 
To obtain inform<.ttion from you. I would like to conduct a one-on-one interview 
with you which with your permission. will ht! tape recorded and fully transcribed. The 
interview should take approximately JO minutes and can be done in your home, or if 
you desire. at another suitable location. 
The information gained for this rc~earch \viii be reported in a thesis and there is 
a po~sibility that a WAFDT survey will be based on its findings for distribution to a 
larger population of current and former youth football coaches. Confidentiality and 
anonymity will he a-.~ured at all time~. Your identity within the study will be protected 
by a pseudonym or code and no identifying in!"onnation will be included. 
Tapes of interviews with you and any identifying information, such as this form, 
will only be accessible to myself. anJ will not be released to any third party. 
At any stage of the research process. you will be free to withdraw with no 
funher obligation. Transcripts of inl'erviews conducted Y/ith you will be sent to you for 
your perusal. upon request. for amendmems. A reply paid envelope will be included for 
its return. 
If you are agreeable to participate in this study, please sign the attached form of 
disclosure and informed consent and return it, ASAP, in the envelope provided. I will 
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contact you in the near future and make further arrangements regarding the interview 
process. 
If you have any questions or require further clarification regarding any of the 
above details, please do not hesitate to contact me, or my supervisor for this research 
project, Dr. Lynn Embrey during working hours at the School of Biomedical and Sports 
Sciences, Edith Cowan University, Joondalup Campus, on 9400 5655. 
Thank you for your consideration of assisting this research. 
Yours sincerely 
James Milne. 
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Factors Influencing Continuation and W~thdrawal from, Coaching Youth Football 
in Metropolitatt~ Western Australia. 
By: 
Jame. T. K. Milne 
Bachelor of Science (Sport Science) Honours 
Edith Cowan University- joondalup 
FORM OF DISCLOSURE AND INFORMED CONSENT 
------------------(participants name) have read the 
information provided and any questions I have asked have been answered to my 
satisfaction. 
I agree to participate in this research, realising that l may withdraw at any time. 
I agree that the rcseurch data gathered may form the basis of a W AFDT survey provided 
I am not identifiable. 
Signature:--------------- Date:-------
(Participant) 
Signature:--------,=----:----- Date: ______ _ 
(Researcher) 
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APPENDIXC 
Sample of Interview Transcript with Notes 
FOR:\lER YCHi'l'll FOOTUALI. COAt'll- ··FH.ITZ .. 
INTI':R\'JEW TRANSt'RJIYf' 
5 
(, !:!.. 
7 .'\ lnghl. JU~I I!' bc~w 11 llh J 'J /tkc !1 1 ;1~k )"t >tr 'omc Jcmogmp!uc quc,!Hl/1~ bccaU~C' I'm 
X gumg to n•mparc t·urrcnt 111 f1 >rmer t'l~tl·he:. "''JUst fll~ll}, \\hat j.., ::0.1 >UJ 1 ..:cup;.tllt m'! 
9 E. 
Ill Eytimarnr · 
II I( 
12 Rtgbt and ho11 lung h<ti'C ynu been domg thai'/ 
~~ f_ 
1~ .Nine months 
15 B. 
16 SoliS JUSt a rct·cnt thmg'? 
17 E. 
JX Oh }l':th, !"m <1 bt11kr makC'f by tr;JJc 
1'-J H. 
Ok ;mJ \I h;tt'" 101 I 1!1 cJ 111 CSlllll;LIIIlg_'.' 
f_ 
S!cl'l, cstlln:tiLPn ol matcrwl~ unl). Pctlpk ... l'nJ rn Jr:Jwmg.~ ;mJ I'm quoting on 
4Uantlltcs l>f steel II> d1> a pr<,jcc\. Matcrwi take oils, find the qu:ln\t\IC" they need, the 
tnnnagc and then ~·nn1·crtlt into Jolla~ anJJUSI yuotc them on that'! 
E 
Pretty g'"''dJob'! 
f_ 
Y cah, its dilrcrcm to ,,·hat I \·c been dom~. 
em·ironment with a computer and phone. 
I( 
Th;ll "s !!IX>d ;md ilfl.' you married'! 
f_ 
Yes 
I( 
Anll w/wt about any children? 
f_ 
Three cluldu;n 
R 
.'\nd ho11· nld arc they? 
f. 
Out o! the workshop ;md mto an nfr11.:e 
41 Son A 1s 14, Son B 1s 12 and Daughter A is si:o.; . 
. p I( 
43 And h:11 c you mana!!ed \o fin lime m you family and work commi!menl.~ \o play fool)' 
-t4 ynmscif'! 
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45 
"" 47
4X 
4'1 
5<> 
51 
5::! 
53 
54 
55 
E 
No l Jon't. l renrctL!I1oUtlhrcc or four year.\ ago. J fnunJ thai l l1aJ probably haJ 
enough. And lihought well, I did coach while I was playing so]',·cjus! sort of taken an 
Interest lnjumur football I SUpJXlSC :md ma~bc make sure the ~1ys arc 11c\l h1ok after 111 
!hat dcpanmcnt. 
If 
What )c1 d IIWC you playrng at".' 
E 
I dtd pl;ly 11 uh Swan Distncts in Perth a fc11· ycms ago ;md \IK'n b;tsically country 
football. I pla)ed 111 1hc Somh West and the GuJJficJJs and ltlll:-.hcJ my c<~recr rn the 
North l'rlhar:t. 
5(, B. 
57 llnll' o)J II'CIC you 11 hen you finJ.,/!NJ thc11'.1 
s.-.: [. 
5'-J 3::! 
(-,(1 B. 
r. I Sn h011 o!J :m· ~ ou 11011 '! 
(1::! E. 
63 37, so probabl) !'1e hccn rettreJ li1r ftn• )Cars. 
,,_, If 
fl.'i So 11·hat !.\you h;lpp!C.\1 memory of )uu pla)'lllf Jay.\ then'! 
(\(> [. 
(,7 Prub;~bly cnadung a League PremJcrslup in the i\'ot1h Pdlxtr;t 
(>."-: B. 
AnJ playing at the :-.;une ume'! 
t:. 
Yc;th. 
If 
~~c..{ 
""I<,.,~ 
~kc·,)"" I 
~?')~<~c.:.-l 
. < 
~\-\.h...'e..,, 
1'19 
70 
71 
7c 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
7X 
7<J 
xo 
XI 
X' 
X3 
So succc.~., 1\':J\ prcHy imporlanl to you a/ the !line? 
E. "5"\L( c·7>~ \'MI. 
"" K5 
"'' K7 
XX 
Oh yeah that wa~ I suppo~e. when your m your \ll'lhghl years liS 11·hat keeps you gumg 
once you\e achie1eJ what you 11-anteJ toudue\·e. As you get older, if you don't 
absolutely 1 ](l'il then I suppose )'tlU dtd what I did .~ay ll'cll ok I'm happy enough Wtth 
what]'l'c aduc1·ed II.\ tm1e to gii'C' it.:may. 
If 
S11 you haJn 't nece.,sanly lo.\( you p;t~.~1on !i1r !he gume bui you just .\OI'l lhou!!hl y(fl! h;JJ 
achten:d what you w;mted to. 
!::.. 
Yc;1h anJ I sml' a In! oJ people around me 1\'ilh bad injuries .:mJ I suppose ih:ll haJ 
somethmg tn dn Wtlh it. I'd hate tn have tn retire bccau~e I needed a knee reconstruction 
or :-.omcthlllg hkc that. It was nice to retire unscathed I supp(lse. 
If 
S11 Jo you feel ;1.\ il!llllgh your playi/Jg m!luenced you dcc1.~10il to take up t"O~lchin!,'! ;I( the 
youth lc\·cJ'! 
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"' ]1" 
In l 
E I f~''l'""l Yeah I \Uppn,t· 11hcn ~nu pla)m~ lootb:.t/1... I .\Uppo.\c .:uadJIIIC 11"<1.~ :dll'<.tYS in !he l~1d, . i . ( j 
11f m~ mmd 11 ht·thcl 11 ill' at Jllnlol k1·cl, amateur level what ever lc\'d I lhnu~htl had )(I" \1... • 
somcthmp 111 ol kr !he game <l~ Jar as a r.:o••ch went and I tound Juniors qUite rewarding 1'('.\-<.,:c. 'j 
<1~'\!WII\ 
K 
D1J }"lit"• •Jc'h ~"ur • ''' n duldrt·u ''hen )'ou 11 ere CtJ;.Jdlrnp'' 
t 
Yt-.th I'm,, pc.lllll..'ht•lt'l Ill 1-rdmg the lt~<J\!MIImilw b.1eh. ymd. I tlunk I dtd it a-; a 1\td 
.mJ I tlunh. Ill' ~ll';ll to!-!~' nuhrdt· ;mJ ktd.: i/K' loot~ 1\'ot that I used to ponut.~1dc am.! 
lo.Jd, 11111'. m~ d,,,J hl· ll<l'•ll't u·all~ tnlett"'>ll'd. But )r.:ah 1duk·l ll;t" ClJ;.h.:h•ng ;md pla)tng 
J \\,L- 'ix·nJm;" umc 11rth Ill) ''''II kid" tc;KhJI\~ them h•''' 1<1 k1d •. 
~ 
//.11 .- ~ '•u /•Jrnurl~ .:• l.JO.:hcJ them ;JI the ~, mth k-1 d? 
I'"' Th.rl ''·''a! I Ill' \l.mJurah Club 11;1, 11'1 
]0"7 f 
II'-" y, .. ,h 
)tn H. 
t 1< 1 \\'lwn J1d ~·'u tx~~m n~;.tdHn~ ~•ntr 1111'11 duld then·.• 
trt r 
tt:: 
t I; 
ll·l 
l I"' 
Jll• 
J)-:' 
tl:-. 
II'' 
j~ll 
•.::::1 
t~:: 
J ~­
J::::.I 
\::::5 
I ::::" 
t::::7 
t::::s 
12'1 
J31l 
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t.l:::: 
-\1-..•ut tlu~·~· ~0.:.11 .. •'<!" 
8 
Dtd ~"u lx'gm o.:".rd11n~ .u the }<HJth lc1d when you stancJ l'L>.;tdllng your own l'on'! 
[ 
Y c..th I d1d A' ..t '<'IW •r ~·· .. ,.-~, HI the )\·,11th Prllxu;, l J1J tn anJ h;n c a lilllc bit '' 1 do 1nth 
Jllll~>•r,_t.•l-..rn;: ••ln1 tr.unUlJ:! nrn~ tor drlltu·ntn~;tdK·.'· Bill fulltml{'\hat 11a~n't untrll 
~·;rn\<'1•• \l.rndur.1h 
({ 
\\'JJ,/1 II l'ft' the l"th'Ufll\I,H!Cl'' \II HI IUr.JJnf' ~ 1 IUf JCCI.~!Oil IO I<JkC Uf' CIXJChill!! Jon·n ]IJCH' 
,11 \1.m,\ur.Lh'' 
[_ 
\h•IJ 11 Jll'l "• h.tppt:ncJ th:ll d1cy were lonl.:llll! fur a coach and I ~upposc I 11':1.~ in the 
rr):!hl pl.u..:e attiK 11!,!111 !lint· anJ a coupk ol ~trent~ a~kcd tf I knew :mything about 
lo.,lb.tll ;mJ ··• • Olll' tlllll!,! kd to another and the boys hadn't got a eoach by then so I s;ud 
~~·.Jhf'JJJo~ll 
8 
So ~ ou1 l'< "-'l'/tlllE ~ 1111r oJJcsl so11 al the moment'! 
[ 
Yc<tll. m~ ~oun~c!-il '-tl/1 plays Sllcccr. 
~ 
s, • ~ nu Jon '1 mmJ lh;ll he p/;1ys ~o.xcr'' 
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APPENDIX D 
Interview Guide for the Current Coach Subjects 
Interview guide for the current coach subjects. 
Tapes marked and coded prior to leaving researcher's residence. 
Preferred location found. Covering letter and consent form rc3d and signed by subject. 
Pennission to record requested. Confidentiality assured. 
Set up of equipment 
Interview begins: 
• What is your occupation? 
• How long have you been doing that for? 
• Is it a pretty good place to work? 
• What about any children? 
• Do you have any? 
• How many do you have? 
• Are they boys or girls? 
• How old are they? 
• And are you married? 
• So did you ever find time to play footy yourself in amongst all these other 
commitment~? 
• At what level did you play? 
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• For how long, when did you retire? 
• What is your happiest memory of your playing days? 
e Do you feel as though your playing of the game intluenccd your decision to take up 
coaching? 
• When did you begin ~:oa1.:hing? 
• Do you or have you ever coached your own ~:hild? 
• When did you start doing that? 
• What were the circumstances surrounding you beginning coaching? 
• What about your other children. who coaches them'! 
• Do your other children·s opinions of their coar.:hes. including your daughters. 
affect your approach to coaching'! 
• Arc you concerned about who coaches your children? 
• What about your other children· s coach·s methods. do they intluencc you'? 
• Do you watch other coaches for ideas? 
• How has coaching your own child impacted on your relationship with him at home? 
• Is your wife involved in the football side of things·! 
• So is it a bit of a family affair then'? 
• Is this important for the coach at the youth level. to have his wife and family 
involved? 
• What is your happiest memory or most memorable moment in your coaching so far? 
• What reasons would you give for staying i11 coaching this far? 
• How much longer do you think that you will stay coaching at the youth level'? 
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• Can you suggest factors that might influence a coach to withdraw from youth 
football'? 
• How about coach burnout and stress, is this a factor for youth coaches'? 
• What about parental support or pressure from parents, is this a factor? 
• And panicipation numbers? 
• Do you think that remuneration is required for coaches at the youth level? 
• Moving on to co<!.ch accreditation now, are you an accredited coach? 
• What were the circumstances surrounding that? 
• Were you pretty willing to become accredited? 
• What is your club's policy on accreditation'? 
• Do you feel that now Level I accreditation is compulsory in this competition it puts 
coaches under too much pres.'>ure. and might he a factor of withdrawal? 
• Has accreditation resulted in an a change in your appro<.~ch to coaching? 
• Do you think accreditation has resulted in you staying in coaching for longer? 
• Has the course encouraged you to seek funher education on coaching. football in 
general and I or the accreditation process itself? 
• Just lastly, what is your opinion on the existence of a pathway or stepping stone 
effect from the youth level up to the more elite Wcstar Rules colts level for aspiring 
coaches? 
• How can aspiring coach make it to this level'? 
• What important steps should he take? 
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APPENDIX E 
Interview Guide for the Former Coach Subjects 
Interview guidL· for the current coach subjects. 
Tapes marked and coded prior to leaving researcher's n.~sidence. 
Prdern:d location found. (\wcring lener and consent form read and signed by subject. 
Permission tu record rt:quc.-.tcd. Conlldentiality assured. 
Set up of equipment. 
Interview begins: 
• What is your occupation'? 
o How long have you been doing that for'? 
• Is it a pretty good place to work? 
• What about any children'! 
• Do you have any'? 
• How many do you have'! 
• Arc they boys or girls'! 
• How old arc they'! 
• And are you married'? 
• So did you ever find time to play footy yourself in amongst all these other 
commitments? 
• At what level did yt)u play? 
• For how long. when did you retire·.) 
• What is your happiesl memory of your playing days? 
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• Do you feel a ... though your playing of the game intluenced your decision to take up 
coaching:' 
• When did you hegm ~.."oaching.'! 
• Did you ever .:<1adJ ynur own child'? 
• When did you 'tart doing. that'.' 
• What were the: cin:um~tan•.:c~ ~urroum.Jing you beginning coaching'? 
• What about your other children. who t:<•achc.:~ them? 
• Did your other children':-. opimom of their coache~. including your daughters. 
affect your approach to coarhing when yoiJ were :-.till .:oaching'.l 
• Are you concerned about who wac he~ your children? 
• \Vhat about your other children·~ coach·~ methods. did they ever intluence ynu'! 
• Did you e\"er watch other ~.:oache:-. for ideas'? 
• How did coaching your own child impact on your relationship with him at home? 
• Was your wife involved in the football side of things'? 
• So was it a bit of a family affair then'? 
• Do you think it is this important for the coach at the youth level, to have his wife 
and family involved'? 
• What was your happiest memory or most memorable moment of your coaching? 
• What reason:-. would you give for ending your invoh·ement in coaching youth 
football'! 
• Can you suggest factors that might influence other coaches to withdraw from youth 
football? 
• How about coach burnout and stress. is this a factor tOr youth coaches? 
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• What about parental support or pressure from parents, is this a factor? 
• And participation numbers'! 
• Were these factors ever a problem for you? 
• Do you think that remuneration is required for coaches at the youth level? 
• Moving on to coach accreditation now. arc you an accredited coach? 
• What were the circumstances surrounding that'? 
• Were you pretty willing to become accredited'? 
• What is your club's policy on accreditation·~ 
• Do you feel that now Level 1 accreditation is compulsory in the competition you 
used to coach in, it puts coaches under too much pressure, and might be a factor of 
withdrawal? 
-Was it for you? 
• Did accreditation result in an a change in your approach to coaching? 
• Do you think that accreditation could result in coach staying in coaching for 
longer? 
• Did the course encourage you to seek further education on coaching, football in 
general and I or the accreditation process itself? 
• Just lastly, what is your opinion on the existence of a pathway or stepping stone 
effect from the youth level up to the more elite Westar Rules colts level for aspiring 
coaches? 
• How can aspiring coach make it to this level? 
• What important steps should he make? 
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INTERVIEW FRITZ FLOYD FERDINAND FERGUS GOOD 
QUESTIONS QUOTES 
I 
Coached own Yes :-.:o; Yes; Yes 
' 
' children Didn't want to; .'\ot whole time though; 
Too criticaL i 
Began coaching When son started 19&-l{lyear)·, Initial)) during playing When son ~tartcd 9s I 
youth football 6 years ago days; I Then ci<>hl \cars at!o. 
' Reasons for Demand for coach at "Ego" Enjoyed son's c]uh; Got 11sked to I Floyd 170 beginning coaching son's club; Understood the gar.~e; Peer support. demand for co11ch; 
' Had something to Had something to offer; Take over c~isting I 
' offer. Son playing at club; coach. I 
Asked to coach. 
Happiest coaching Being im·olvcd ..\close win that put them P!a~er progression Ro}d 185 
memory into the finals over year Ferdinand-
"16-"18 
Aspects of Enjoyment; Pla~er self discipline; I :-.laintain player I Ro)'d-279-280 importance in Skills; Self-set standards; interest: Ferdinand-
youth football Attitude; Skill fitness lc1·cl; Pln~cr prott•ction. 133-1:'17 
Spirit; Panicip.1ttnn; 
Diseinline; Plmer dt'l el~cnt 
Influence of their ~linimal :-.:o influence. \at n factor \"ot Jll~l 011 n fergus- I 00- " i children's coochcs' children's coachL'.~- 102 
methods on their i 
own coaching I 
methods 
